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Fletcher says
he'll be at Fancy
Farm activities
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Gov. Ernie Fletcher plans to attend
today's Fancy Farm picnic — and
address the investigation into whether
his administration abided by the state's
merit system.
"I wouldn't come all the way down
here without talking about the investigation," Fletcher said after helping
Calloway County Republicans open
their new headquarters with a ceremonial ribbon cutting Friday.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo, a
Democrat, initiated an investigation into
whether Fletcher and his administrators
properly filled jobs that were supposed
to non-politically motivated appointees.
Despite being an off-election year,
plenty of political posturing is expected

at the picnic, which is in its 125th year
at St. Jerome Catholic Church in the
small Graves County community.
"I'll also talk about our successes. We
got a lot of things done with bipartisan
cooperation," Fletcher said. "That's the
other thing that's sad. It's almost as if
the attorney general was upset things
were going well."
Fletcher admits mistakes were probably made in hiring practices, but he also
thinks his administration is fighting
through decades of Democratic control
that left an antiquated patronage process
in place.
Rather than using a special grand jury
to investigate mainly misdemeanor
crimes, as Stumbo has done, Fletcher

III See Page 2A

KRISTIN TAYLOR Ledger & limes photo

Calloway County Republicanb officially opened their new headquarters on Ky. 121 next to Holmes
Family Restaurant Friday evening. From left are Robbie Rudolph, Murray businessman and secretary of
the Finance and Administration Cabinet; Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray; Gov. Ernie Fletcher and his wife,
Glenna; Rep. Melvin Henley. R-Murray; local GOP chair Vernon Anderson; and local GOP member Mary
Cowen. The headquarters Is open from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and can be reached
at 753-7565.

Long arm of Stumbo reaching into west Kentucky
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
BENTON, Ky. — Attorney
General Greg Stumbo's war
against identity theft and other
consumer protection efforts got
a boost in western Kentucky
with the opening Friday of his
satellite office in Marshall
County.
awing a ribboe-cuding ceremony at the Benton judicial center, where the office is located.
Stumbo, pointing to the seizure
this week of 10,000 illegal
OxyContin
pills
illegally
brought into the state, emphasized the importance of putting a
face on the attorney general's
law enforcement and consumer
protection efforts in western
Kentucky; particularly when the
crimes affect the state's senior
population.
"Unfortunately, senior citizens become targets of these
scam artists that come in and
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo
want to take their money in an
From left, Commonwealth's Attorney Gale Cook, Attorney General Greg Stumbo, illegal fashion," he said. "So
Executive Director Kennita Roy and Marshall County Judge-Executive Mike Miller and what we are trying to do is to
others, help cut a ribbon during the opening of Stumbo's new satellite office at the educate seniors. We want them
Marshall County Judicial Center in Benton Friday. Roy will spearhead Stumbo's effort to talk to us, to call us, or at least
call a friend, call a minister.
to fight against consumer protection crimes in western Kentucky.

because if it sounds too good to
be true, it usually is."
The new office is located in
the
same
as
offices
Commonwealth's Attorney Gale
Cook. Satellite offices are also
located in London, Mayfield,
Maysville and near Louisville;
however the Benton office is
only the second to have a local,
full-time Kentuck3e-Sureim
Investigation erfficer. KBI agent
Kenneth Gillingham will serves
as investigator for the Special
Investigations Division.
KB! Commissioner David
James said before the ceremony
that Gillingham would serve the
needs of the people of western
Kentucky.
"Prior to this office being
here, and the other attorney general offices to be opened, about
the only way that somebody
could talk to some real people,
face-to-face, that work for the
attorney general's office would
be to go to the Louisville office
or in Frankfort," James said.
"This way, we're here to greet
them, personally."
Kennita Roy, who will spearhead Stumbo's consumer pro-

tection efforts from the office,
said the attorney general should
be commended for being the
first state attorney general to
open offices outside of
Frankfort. Roy also reiterated
Stumbo's emphasis on efforts to
protect western Kentucky residents from consumer-related
-les atutplOgn maniac me
he made and it has been fulfilled." she said. "When people
come in here, we connect them
with a name in Frankfort. We
put a face on the attorney general's office."
During the gathering that
attracted about 100 state,county.
and regional officials as well as
supporters. Stumbo also took the
chance to address Republican
allegations that he is misusing
his authority in a partisan manner by investigating the state
Department of Transportation
and Gov. Ernie Fletcher's office
concerning alleged illegal hiring
practices.
"I know a lot of people try to
make some of the things that we

•See Page 2A

MIS to explore culture of Japan
Special to the Ledger
Mrs. Masayo Nakamura will be a new
face students will see when they return to
their classrooms in the
Murray
Independent
System.
School
"Nakamura-sensei," as
she is known in Japan,
will be teach her native
Japanese language and
cultures to the K-12
grade students in the
MIS system.
Through a grant
Nakamura
awarded to the larray
Independent School Systems in partnership
with US-Japan Foundation (the only private
independent American grant making foundation dedicated to the mutual interests of
the American and Japanese people) a significant portion of Nakamura's salary is being
funded for the first year of her teaching. The
program will be the first of its kind offered
in the western Kentucky area to offer
Japanese language instruction to elementary.
middle and high school students as a subject.

Kentucky Lottery
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Currently, Japanese is only taught in have included western Kentucky teachers
three other Kentucky schools in Louisville traveling to Japan's classrooms to experiand Georgetown.
ence their lifestyle, culture and education.
Nakamura, who hails from a town near
Lough discussed the chance of bringing
Tokyo and a Japanese instructor of Murray Japanese education to the MIS classrooms
State University's department of modern with Bob Rogers, acting superintendent of
languages, will provide educational MIS, and Eleanor Mills, assistant superinJapanese instruction and culture including tendent for curriculum and assessment for
greetings, numbers and nouns, animal MIS. Rogers and Mills became equally
names, colors and foods to the K-12 stu- interested in offering this advantageous
dents.
opportunity to their students.
Nakamura has lived in three other areas
"We're thrilled and excited about this
of the I 'nited States including Florida and new addition to our program," Rogers said.
Ohio. .ier husband, Suguni, accepted a "The chance for our K-12 students to learn
position with Murray State University as an about the Japanese language and culture is
assistant professor in the biological sciences an educational benefit that will provide them
department, and that is how they relocated to with a much needed understanding as they
Murray.
prepare for career opportunities in a highly
The implementation of this educational competitive global marketplace."
program comes on the heels of a vision Dr.
Mills said Murray High School students
Tom Lough, Murray State University associ- will be able to receive a Japanese language
ate professor of science education, had when credit and experience real world situations
he set up MSU's Japanese exchange pro- in the Japanese language class. Nakamura
gram for ,teachers and administrators seven will teach Monday-Friday during the first
years ago. During this time. Lough has fostered many innovative partnerships that II See Page 3A
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Holly Bloodworth, a third grade teacher at Murray
Elementary School, with Masayo Nakamura and MES children as they view an Haiku autumn Japanese drawing
Nakamura will use during her classes this fall with the
Murray School system.
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Infant murder trial moved to Christian County

Murray Pollee Deportment
SMITHLAND. Ky.(AP)— A Livingston
Reed, 28, of Ciursville, is charged with not change.
• An officer responded to a three-vehicle at 11 30 a.m.
Cunningham said he was concerned that
Wednesday at Seventh and Main streets. Betty Bearhead, 52, of County man charged with killing his infant complicity to commit murder and iolation
of a domestic violence order. The child's if a jury could not be seated in Trigg County.
Murray, was stopped at Seventh and Main and then drove north son has had his trial moved a second time.
into the intersection, where she was struck by another vehicle
Livingston County Circuit Judge Bill mother, Sarah Emmons, 26, of Carrsville, is it would delay the case. He said the Paducah
traveling east on Main Street The other vehicle was driven by 17- Cunningham had moved Roger Reed it's also facing murder charges.
Media. which has covered the case extenyear-old Chase Oftway of Murray. The impact knocked murder trial to Tngg County earlier this
The infant, Daniel Emmons, suffered sively, does not reach Christian County.
BeaMeacis vehicle into the Parker Ford lot, where it hit a third
year.
blunt force trauma and died at a local hospiIt makes more sense to (move) it now,"
vehicle parked there and a light pole.
But on Thursday, Cunningham agreed tal on Feb. 17.
Cunningham said.
• An injury accident was reported on South 16th Street in front of
the Murray Fire Department station at 11:39 p.m. Thursday. EMS with Reed's attorney's assertion that the trial
Cunningham, who moved the trial over
Livingston County Commonwealth's
and MFD also responded.
should be moved even farther from concerns about the media coverage of the Attorney G.L. Ovey said he would not
• Juveniles were reported breaking windows at 7:56 p.m. Livingston County, to Christian County.
killing, said the trial date of March 20 would oppose the move to Christian County.
Thursday on North 13th Street behind Boone's Laundry.
Murray State University Folic* Depanmsnt
• Billy D. Houston was arrested on a Calloway County warrant
after suspicious activity was reported at 9:27 a.m. Thursday at
the Curris Center Someone had reported a suspicious person in
••
the TV lounge
Meanwhile, the local GOP ral
• Quentin Williams was arrested at 335 p.m. Thursday at Faculty From Front
lied together with their state repHall on a warrant charging hint with being a fugitive from justice.
• An officer served Don T Hendnx with a Calloway County war- said he would prefer the person- resentatives on hand. In addition
rant at 5.16 p.m. Thursday after he was arrested by the Trigg nel board to evaluate the situa- to the governor, state Sen. Ken
County Sheriff's Department and transported to the Calloway tion and turn over any findings Winters and Rep. Melvin
County jail
of wrongdoings to the AG's Henley, both from Murray, and
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
office.
local businessman Robbie
• Extra patrol was requested on Jeffrey Cemetery Road after a
-The attorney general started Rudolph, who serves in
caller reported someone tried to steal gas from a car again at
by convening a grand Airy — Fletcher's cabinet as finance
7 57 a.m Thursday
•A lawn mower fire was reported at 1:38 p.m. Thursday. Calloway that's highly unusual." Fletcher secretary. attended the ribbon
said. "It was clear from the cutting.
County Fire-Rescue was notified.
-The party here is strong. The
• • MPD reported an injury accident on Murray Pans Road about a beginning he was out for blood."
Fletcher said he continued to commonwealth is strong,"
mile down Ky. 121 South at 8:27 p.m. Thursday EMS. MFD and
CCFR also responded A man was arrested for drunk dnving
believe bitterness for losing con- Rudolph said. "We have good
— Information is obtained from reports, logs trol of the governor's mansion leaders down here."
and citations from various agencies. seemed to spark Stumbo's
Fletcher said he campaigned
investigation. "Sometimes when to bring state government to
people lose, they look to win local communities. He said he
any way they can," the governor didn't want people in western
told the gathering in front of the Kentucky to feel closer to two
new headquarters.
other state's capitals and so disThe governor specifically tant from their own. Historically
mentioned Dick Murgatroyd, Democratic counties are leaning
PRESTONSBURG,Ky.(AP) the scene.
— A disagreement over the war
They began arguing over the former Kenton County judge- Republican, Fletcher said,
in Iraq between two friends war, said Floyd County Coroner executive and Fletcher's deputy because the GOP seems to better
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo
ended with the fatal shooting of Roger Nelson. "I think Doug chief of stall who was indicted fit who they are.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher chats with Dr. David Koeisch, left,
one of the Men.
was supporting it, and this other last month on 19 charges stem"It's more than a building; it's Peggy Koeisch, center, and Dr. Joyce Hughes during a
Prosecutors and Kentucky guy was against it," he said.
ming from the investigation into the values we stand on." fund-raiser Friday night at Chuck and Sarah Jones'
State Police determined that
Police said the argument
personnel
practices. Fletcher said during the ceremo- house. The governor was in town for the annual Fancy
Douglas Moore, 65, of Martin. escalated into a fight, and Smith the
acted in self-defense. Police did drew a small pistol from his Murgatroyd was traveling with ny and before a fundraiser held Farm Picnic and spent the evening In Murray for the GOP
not arrest Moore after the shoot- pocket, threatening to kill Fletcher this weekend.
at the home of Chuck and Sarah headquarters ribbon cutting
and the fund-raiser.
ing at the Bull Creek Trade Moore. Witnesses said Moore
"This is a man who has given Jones. .....We believe in a counnear
Center
Prestonsburg pulled a .38-caliber pistol from his life to serving others," try that was founded on the kind
Anderson said voters are com- GOP's recently developed
Thursday morning.
his pocket and shot Smith.
Fletcher said. "It's a travesty of of values you hold dear in westing his party's way. The current strategic plan is to make that
The victim, Harold W. Smith,
Commonwealth's Attorney justice for them to accuse him of ern
Kentucky."
ratio of 2.9 Democrats for every ratio one-to-one in five years.
56, of Manchester, and Moore Brent Turner will decide
the
things
they
are,
and
they
And
the local party hopes to be Republican is a significant Anderson
were friends who each had whether to present the case to
said the Democratic
booths at the center. Smith was the grand jury after state police know it because they know stronger. Calloway County change from a decade ago.
Party left some of its members
him."
Republican
chair
Vernon
shot once in the chest and died at complete an investigation.
The No. 1 priority for the behind when it grew More liber-

•Fletcher

Fatal shooting prompted
by Iraq war argument

FREE
BUSINESS CHECKING.

al, especially nationally.
"If they got out and worked for
the people, the people would get
out and work for them,"
Anderson said of the Democrats.
"People are seeing through their
smoke screen."

•Stumbo
From Front
have been involved with a partisan issue, but obeying the law is
not partisan" Stumbo said.
"There is a lot that you can say
about me personally, but there is
not a lot that you can say about
the office that I hold. We're just
doing our job. No person, no
individual, is above the law."

Correction
Friends and Family Day will
be
Sunday
at
Dexter
Pentecostal Church with the
Rev. Eljah Balentine, pastor, as
speaker at II a.m. and Sunday
School at 10 a.m. A potluck
meal will be served at noon and
no Sunday evening service will
be held. The name of the church
was incorrect in the announcement on the worship page
Friday.
The Murray Ledger tt Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy
Sunday will be
mostly cloudy
and in the upper
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New equipment pinpoints cancer

that
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Cancer Center is
ready to pinpoint the di ase in a
new way.
New equipment for the intensity modulated radiation therapy
is installed and patients have
begun setting up treatment
plans. MCCH board members
and administrators recently had
a demonstration of the IMRT,
which uses computerized treatment radiation plans to treat
more precise locations infected
with canter.
In April, the board approved
the $450,000 purchase of the
equipment that bolts onto existing radiation equipment for
patients who qualify for the
treatment. IMRT allows radiation therapists to target specific
tumors and accurately pinpoint
those areas with higher doses of
radiation without interfering
.with any nearby organs or tissue.
But basically more radiation
means more cures.
"It's the tight rope we walk,"
Dr. Bill Giese, a certified radiation oncologist, told board members and administrators during
the demonstration Wednesday
afternoon. "With this new technology, we can virtually eliminate damaging other parts of the
body."
The technology is unique to
Murray, according to a wallsized map Giese referenced in
his presentation. IMRT capabilities are scattered throughout the
country, but Murray's equipment goes a step farther to
include tomotherapy, which
sends hundreds of thousands of
pencil-thin radiation beams for
precision, and is only a limited
number of others do.
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•Japanese
From Front

* Notice! *

just outside the treatment room.
"Before we put a patient on
the table, we run a test on a
phantom so we can say, 'Yes,
this is what we want to do,'"
radiation therapist Brett Miles
said during the demonstration.
Miles said patients with cancer in their prostate, head and
neck or lungs are most likely to
benefit from IMRT. These are
the areas, he said, that treating a
small area is important and other
tissue could be damaged otherwise.
"We're going to be cautious
about this new technology,"
Giese said. "It's not for everyone. It's about four times the
cost, and we'll use it where we
think it's best."
Meanwhile, Giese and other
cancer center staff are working
on informing groups about the
new technology, telling them
"why they can stay here in
Murray and get their treatment,"
he said.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & rtmes prior_
Giese explains to Murray
Dr.
Bill
st
Radiation oncologi
Calloway County Hospital board members and adminis
trators Wednesday how the new intensity modulated radi
ation therapy integrates a computerized treatment pro
gram with using radiation to precisely target cancerous
tumors without affecting surrounding organs and tissue.

Two other Kentucky cities,
Nashville and one southern
Indiana city are the only other
regional IMRT locations. There
are two in east Tennessee. and
IMRT services are coming to
Paducah and Hopkinsville in the
next year. But none of those
places are the advanced
tomotherapy.
"It distinguishes us with what

we can do in this region," Giese
said.
The equipment is integrated
with a computer system that tells
where the target areas are. With
the lights out, small red lasers
point to where radiation is
aimed, ensuring the precise
location. Radiation therapists
then watch patients during the
treatment on television monitors

• ••

also teach seventh grade
exploratory classes. During
these classes she will ask students to maintain language journals to assist with possible portfolio pieces.
She will also compare and
contrast U.S. and Japanese cultures, and teach authentic Haiku,
crafts, cooking, songs, and fairy
tales. Mills said.
Kindergarten and first grade
students at Murray Elementary
will be also be able to learn
Japanese language, culture and
music. Nakamura will be able
to enhance the already-existing
Japanese pen-pal programs
established with teachers and
their students at Murray Middle
and Murray Elementary School.
Holly Bloodworth, a third
grade teacher at MES who took
part in the Japanese Exchange
program three years ago, said
she is equally excited to be able
to offer this to the students at
MES.
"It provides students the
chance to see the world through
new eyes and invites them to
discover other cultures, while
broadening their perspective of
the world," she said. "I definitely think there are some really
strong broadening experiences

and last periods.
A strong believer in producing students who will confidently step into the global marketplace as contributing members,
Mills said this class is also in
support of the high school
reform that
is continually creating
changes in
the credits
students are
to
able
receive.
"When
our students
Mills
graduate,
• they are capable of accepting
:
,positions in industry without
additional training. They can
also partner with foreign
exchange programs that universities offer during their college
years."
Mills said as Gov. Ernie
Fletcher currently recruits companies to Kentucky from Chile.
Germany and Japan, there needs
to be an educational plan administered to students in primary
schools to accommodate these
needs.
"Certainly we need to make
sure our students and our communities are ready to accept and
invite those industries and to
make them welcome."
Nakamura said there are 138
Japanese companies based in
Kentucky and she hopes her students will be able to take advantage of any related career opportunities that present themselves.
The niece of Sam Pollock,
former educator and mayor of
Georgetown, Ky., Mills said
early-on training would enable
students from the western
Kentucky area to become citizens versed in the Japanese language and culture. In turn, this
would be a great American complement to welcome these

through studying other cultures,
providing me with a global perspective and furthering those
connections, while also making
me a better teacher."
Lough said receiving the
US-Japan
the
of
news
Foundation grant has been the
green light needed to launch the
next phase of the plan.
"Through this grant, th
Japanese language and culture
will be made available to many
children for a few thousand dollars."
Lough said this opportunity
will help students develop the
global awareness and international knowledge to meet the
ever-changing demands of the
world. But, he does not limit his
vision to the Murray schools.
"I stand ready to help superintendents in other districts
implement this Japanese language and culture instruction in
their school systems," he said.
"Japan is a major player in
world economy and world politics and as this program begins,
we hope to offer the high school
Japanese class as an advancement placement course for college credit in the next few
years."

MOVING SALE
In preparing to move to our new
custom-built facility, we're selling
our current floor inventory.
Come early for the best selection of:
Sony and
Zenith TVs
of all sizes

Yamaha

DVD

and related
audio products

players and
recorders

Plus a whole showroom of audio video furniture

SALE CONTINUES THROUGH
FINAL MOVING DATE!
Thanks for your continued business and support.
Murray Telephone & Electronics, Inc.
506 N. 12th St. (270) 753-7567

At The Murray Bank, we'll soon be breaking ground
for our new North Office facility and invite you to
celebrate with us! Join in the excitement now by
taking advantage of our.special

Ground Breaking CD!

For a limited time, you can earn 4.25% APY* on our
special 22-month Ground Breaking CD. With only a $1000
minimum investment, you II be breaking new ground with an
interest rate you can really dig! So scoop up some of your
resources,invest them in a Ground Breaking CD and
watch them grow, along with The Murray Bank's new
North Office. Developments you can
count on - The Murray Bank.

)
1
urray Bank
The

Should
ing
Bank
ri°141

Be

405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street
www.themurraybank.com
270-753-5626
subject to change. SI000 minimum to open
*Annual Percentage Yield. 4.25% APY effective as of 8/3/05.
reduce earnings or principal. Offer may be withdrawn at
Ground Breaking CD. Penalty for early withdrawal could
any time without notice.

Member FDIC
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industries.
"When Toyota was considering locating to Georgetown, my
uncle spent time assuring Toyota
executives that the schools and
colleges could provide the
workers and skills needed once
they graduated," she said. "He
also assured them that the education their children received
would match or exceed the standards set in their Japanese
schools. Understanding the culture and providing an easier and
smoother transition for the students arld workers relocating to
Georgetown with the Toyota
plant was also a consideration."
Mills said Nakamura will
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WASHINGTON TODAY
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By Will Lester

Public concerned
with positions on
abortion, terror
wrote in one of the cases decided last June.
Recent polling by ABC
News and The Washington Post
‘. • :;.%,---•;7,5,
found that six in 10 Americans
'e,....
'
say the United States is ade•=;-_,"'
It,- • ....• r, '
... ,.....,, - -,•..
quately protecting the rights of
a- .;0
...
...-----.—...... people detained in the cam_.
0--...."'
'
-----/--•
••
1
b.
S.—A
paign against terrorism, such as
-- — - -'"- i• 4
'
-.7•
those held at Guantanamo.
.
-. ,
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The Pew Research Center, in I
1 V't
II.> .. S'
s
I
cooperation with the Pew
lb.
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.
"/ •t-'
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'Z::`, = -•. -'0-. * g .
il•
Forum on Religion and Public
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Life, looked at current public
•.. „„,_
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opinion on several issues that
'
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.
7
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could come before the Supreme
—., 7:
......
'
,
;,..
,. . , .,:• irliii i
Court:
1,-fa.i .
•Almost two-thirds, 65 per1
1
...-..---. '4
A
1' ''
cent. are opposed to overturning
Roe v. Wade that legalized
abortion, but there also is public
support for some limits on
abortion. Almost three-fourths
favor requiring women under
age 18 to get parental consent
before having an abortion.
•Just over half of those
polled, 53 percent, said they
support civil unions for gay
people, while 36 percent said
they favor gay marriage — a
slight increase on both issues
from a year ago.
•By almost 2-1, people
think it's more important to
conduct stem cell research that
may lead to cures for debilitating illnesses than to avoid
destroying potential life of
Back in 1954, Mary Gamewell Hale
embryos involved in such
recalled life with her father, "Uncle Gus"
research.
Gamewell, who taught Latin at Wofford
III The public is divided over College until he died at age 90 in 1940. As
howler physicians can go in
head of the Lyceum
ending the lives of terminally ill
Program, Gamewell
patients.
entertained in their
home.
•A majority, 55 percent,
When "that most
said they consider court decicharming gentleman",
sions about religious displays
lecturer Hamilton
very important.
Wright Mabie, dined
The results are based on sepwith them on his first
arate surveys conducted July
visit, the young Miss
Gamewell, then 19, was
13-17 among 1.502 adults and
told to "hand Mr. Mabie
July 7-17 among 2,000 adults.•
the toothpicks." "When I
The error margin is plus or
did so he took a toothminus 2.5 percentage points,
By Larry
pick, put it in his pocket
larger for subgroups
McGehee
and looked up at me in a
quizzical manner; his
Syndicated
smile said,'You poor
Letters to the Editor Policy
Columnist
benighted child!' I never
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
again offered toothpicks
faxed
to
270-753-1927,
or
e-mailed
to
to a guest."
editor@murrayledger.com.
Seeing people leaving restaurants with
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have address and
toothpicks in their mouths would send my
phone number. (-mailed letters must have address and phone late mother-in-law (something of an aristonumber.
crat, having worn the Hope Diamond at a
V Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and mast be
Washington dinner) into apoplexy. This distyped. Handwritten letters will not be pubashedl.
dain has been passed on to my wife, along
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reiect with other peeves, most of which I share.
Among them are:
any letter. Editing or miscast' can be on the basis of lemah,
•people asking people they phone to
spelling, grammar, libel, good tads aad trowel ciablhators to
the Forum page. Letters of a "think yea" mime that ado spew- "hold while I see who is calling",
•people talking on cell phones while
sors by name will not be accoabot.
driving with one hand,
•6 p.m. phone,calls from salespersons,
II "your call iSimportant to us" on-hold
recordings that last 15 minutes,
• drivers cruising slowly left in the
passing lanes of four-lane interstates.
III stop-lights that are red for four minutes and green for 15 seconds,
IS non-handicapped people parking in
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans consider Supreme
Court decisions about the rights
of detained terrorists as important as its rulings on abortion, a
poll found, even though abortion has been the most publicized issue in early debate
about an opening on the
Supreme Court.
Almost two-thirds of those
polled,63 percent. called the
top court's decisions on abortion "very important," while 62
percent gave the same rating to
its rulings about detained terrorists' rights, according to the poll
conducted by the Pew Research
Center for the People & the
Press.
The poll was taken before
President Bush chose John
Roberts as his nominee to
replace -retiring Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor.
"This important question of
the trade-off of civil liberties
and protection is one the public
takes very seriously." said
Andrew Kohut, director of the
Pew Research Center. "The
public has been reminded
recently of the ongoing threat'
of terrorism and what we
should or should not have to
sacrifice for our safety."
Kohut said public concerns
about the issue of detainees'
rights appear to be high, even
though "this has not been one
Of the issues at the forefront of
.146 debate about the Supreme
Court."
taut yews.dm Supreme Court
declared the Bush administration out of line for jailing foreign terrorist suspects at the
Navy base in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, without access to lawyers
and courts. The justices also
said American terror suspects
could not be held in legal
limbo.
A state of war "is not a blank
check for the president when it
comes to the rights of the
nation's citizens," O'Connor

Teeth-picking and nit-picking

LirdiRSEras

handicapped spaces.
•• parents shouting at and slapping
their children while shopping,
IN Kleenex in the grocery 1/2-mile from
the pharmacy in discount stores:
111 impossible-to-open plastic wrapping
on CDs and tools;
•people chewing gum in choirs and at
funerals and weddings,
NI postmasters playing anti-government
radio shows full blast while customers wait
for government-issued stamps,
II television baseball announcers who
talk too much,
II inexplicable definitions of "balk" in
baseball,
MI embellished off-key renderings of the
national anthem at sports events,
• repetitive use of "you know" by
interviewed college athletes,
II incomprehensible medical bills from
doctors and hospitals,
II two-year-old magazines in waiting
MOMS,

II having to fill out information forms
on every visit to the doctor's office,
III the demise of symphony orchestras
and of bottled fountain pen ink.
• wedding invitations not using
engraved type,
II machine-addressed invitations
instead of hand-written ones,
III weddings on days other than
Saturdays,
• contemporary music in a Book of
Common'Prayer wedding.
II improper use of "I" instead of "me"
(as in "Dad gave John and I a car"),
▪ newspapers delivered in plastic bags
with the end left open in the rain,
▪ misspelled words in newspaper articles,
• men wearing baseball caps while
seated at dinner,

II people leaving their spoons in their
bowls after finishing their soups,
III plastic utensils and Styrofoam plates
in seated restaurants,
II the price of popcorn and soft drinks
at movies.
III seedless watermelons.
These are things that matter, and these
are matters we could control. Other folks
may be irked by the price of gasoline, the
war in Iraq, the loss of manufacturing
plants and jobs to foreign countries, congressional partisanship, Supreme Court
nominees, government subsidies of large
corporations, presidential press secretary
double-talk, environmental apathy, religious
fanaticism, declining support of public
schools, or gerrymandering congressional
districts. But those are things about which
"We, the People" of the general public do
not much care, because we are too far away
from their causes to do anything about
them. We might as well try to stop volcanoes from erupting in Hawaii.
But popcorn, cell phones, driving and
marrying and shopping practices, and seedless watermelons? They may seem to be the
lowest-common-denominator price of
democracy that we pay for living together
in cities and in the 21st Century, but they
also are irritating flies in the ointment of
civilization.
Years ago. writers such as James
Fenimore Cooper and Alexis de Tocqueville
(whose 200th birthday was in late July)
pondered whether democracy in America
would pull culture and learning downward
or whether the American people could rise
en masse to educated civil greatness.
Sometimes it seems we are not climbing
upward at all, but are doomed to circle forever, like NASCAR racers going nowhere
for eternity. Living low-style is not living
well.
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Obituaries
John Henry Barnett

Saturday. August 6. 2005 • 5A

NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL

Murray Ledger & Times

NASA investigating shuttle repairs

John Henry Barnett, 76, of South Ninth Street, Murray, died In MARCIA DUNN
Lockheed Martin Corp. built the Florida.
foam was applied to the spot.
Space station program mantank at its Michoud Assembly
Friday evening at the West Kentucky Veteran's Center in Hanson, AP Aerospace Writer
It's a common repair proce
ager Bill Gerstenmaier, who is
Facility in New Orleans.
Ky. Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman &
SPACE CENTER, Houston dure, NASA officials said.
Unlike with Columbia, which heading up the investigation,
What's intriguing, officials
York Funeral Home
(AP) — NASA is investigating
whether repairs to a small crack said, is that the repair was made was smacked in the wing by said he ekpects to get his first
in the foam on Discovery's fuel to the approximate area where foam that broke off during technical briefing on the matter
Mrs. Phyllis Lorin LansberTy-McFartand
may have caused a I-pound the big chunk of foam came liftoff, this large chunk of foam Tuesday.
tank
Mrs. Phyllis Lonn Limsberry-McFarland, 46, Cypress Road,
The tank lost four or so
of the insulation to break loose during Discovery's launch missed Discovery. Nonetheless,
section
Benton, died Friday, Aug. 5, 2005, at 2:25 a.m. at Western Baptist
off during liftoff, officials said on July 26. They cautioned, NASA has suspended all future pieces of foam that were bigger
Hospital, Paducah. She was a nurse for Regional Medical Associates late Friday.
however, that there is no evi- space shuttle flights until the than NASA wanted to come off.
and attended Walnut Street Baptist Church.
"The amazing thing is, well.
The shallow crack — just dence yet that the repair con- problem is resolved.
Her father, Raydell Thomas, preceded her in death.
Among the many theories not amazing, but the good thing
six-tenths of an inch long and tributed to the foam loss.
Survivors include her husband, Jerry McFarland; three daughters, two-tenths of an inch wide —
The external fuel tank was being investigated, besides the is almost all of the tank changes
Mrs. Racquel Strickland, Mrs. Melissa Buchanan and Mrs. Ashley was sanded away at the redesigned following the 2003 crack: whether a mistake was worked. Some didn't," NASA
Thomas, all of Benton; one son, Michael Haven, Murray; two step- Louisiana manufacturing plant Columbia tragedy, but no made in the manual spraying of Administrator Michael Griffin
daughters, Mrs. Janie Belt, Marion, and Mrs. Misty Curley, before the tank was shipped to improvements were made to the the foam, whether the new envi- said earlier Friday.
The ea4iest that the next
Paducah; one stepson, Justin McFarland, Marion; her mother, Mrs.. Cape Canaveral, Fla. No new area where the foam came loose. ronmentally friendlier foam that
was used in that area was defec- shuttle could launch is Sept. 22.
Marjorie Penn, Alexandria, Va.; three sisters, Mrs. Margaret Taylor,
tive, whether too many people but that's only "if next week, the
Tucson, Ariz., and Mrs. Susan Winters and Mrs. Bonnie Thomas,
handled the foam and tank, and guys have a eureka moment on
both of Alexandria, Va.; three brothers, Robert Thomas and Michael
whether the foam was damaged the foam and spot why this big
and
Carolina;
Thomas, both of Alexandria, and Calvin Penn, North
during the tank's shipment to chunk came off," Griffin said.
NASA cleared a Saturday departure for the shuttle from the
eight grandchildren.
international space station, expecting an early Monday landing
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
The shuttle's landing procedure starts more than an hour and
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Joel Frizzell will officiate. Burial
almost 200 miles above ground
will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Monday.
60 mins, to touchdown: Orbiter turns to
face nose up for bum phase - slowing down
Albeit Ruchalski
Do.urbs bum for re-entry. 175 miles up• 16,465 mph
Featuring the choirs of Paducah's
Albert Ruchalski, long time resident of Lake in the Hills, Ill., and
Baptist Temple & Murray's
Southland
Blackout At 50 miles up, orbiter enters blackout phase
lately of New Concord, died Wednesday, Aug. 3, 2005, in Hampton,
Church singing the music of
Baptist
Westside
nose
between
With
no
communications.
and bum
Va.
reach
tiles
bottom
shuttle's
degrees,
28-38
Tabernacle
The
Brooklyn
25 mine. TTD
He was the first village marshall appointed in the Lake in the
close to 2,800° F.
Hills Community, and was subsequentially elected to the office of
Terminal area 5.5 minutes to touchdown, radio contact
village trustee. He operated a welding business, Algonquin Welding
manage- returns and pilots assigned a landing site,
Works, in the area for many years.
must conserve energy to reach their
His wife, Rita, to whom he had been married for 61 years, predestination
ceded him in death.
pre-flan, Two miles from landing site,
Survivors include two sons, Brian Ruchalski and wife, Rhona
5iit2. Initiated a 'tare maneuver" is used Welch, Hampton, Va., and Barry Ruchalski and wife, Carolyn
0
Kabat, Elgin, Ill.; one brother, John Ruchalski and wife, Doris
30 sec. TM pulling the nose to a 1.5
angle.
angle
reduce
glide
to
Votruba, Hampton, Va.; three grandchildren, Charles Ruchalski,
Virginia, Tamara Sainsbury and husband, Chad, Oregon,and Theresa
Wheels Landing gear deploys
Last three days
Hill and husband, Jason. Illinois; six great-grandchildren; several
down at an atbtude of 90 feet
mission
shuttle
of
nieces and nephews.
A private family service will be held in Murray at a later date.
12:24 a.m. H3tch closure
Touchdown .„
3:22 a.m. Undooking
The Cremation Society of Virginia, Newport News, is in charge of
ISS*
of
Flyaround
a.m.
3:52
arrangements.
5:05 a.m. Final separation from ISS
4:14 a.m. U.S. TV interviews
Rev. Richard West
9:19 a.m. Stowage of Ku-band antenna
The funeral for the Rev. Richard West will be today (Saturday) at
'International
Sunday, August 7 — 6:oo p.m
11:34 p.m. Deorbit preparations begin
2 p.m. in the chapel of the Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
space station
at Southland, Paducah
Benton. The Rev. Joel Frizzell, the Rev. Tim Blue and the Rev. Tyler
2:03 a.m. Payload bay door closing
All times
3:43 a.m. Deorbit burn
Blue will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County
Sunday, August 14 — 6:oo p.m.
EDT
4:46 a.m. Landing at Kennedy Space Center
Memory Gardens.
sympathy
at Westside, Murray
of
Expressions
funeral
home.
the
at
now
is
Visitation
AP
SOURCE NASA
may be made to Highways and Hedges Ministry, do Filbeck-Cann
& King Funeral Home, 1117 Poplar St., Benton, KY 42025.
Rev. West, 97, Benton, died Thursday, Aug. 4, 2005, at 10:10
a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. He was a retired Baptist
minister who ministered in a number of churches in Michigan and
Kentucky. He also helped to organize seven new churches during his
ministry. He was a member of Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Benton.
Opening Day for Staff
Preceding him in death by his first wife, Pauline Cox West; two
VLADIVOSTOK, Russia
Monday, August8- 8:00 am.
Lillie
daughters, Norma Larkin and Jo Ann Buriceen; one sister,
(Ap)...— Trapped under countMMS cafeteria
Clark; and four brothers, Terrell,RoberOessie and Henry WeSt. tie less crushing tons of frigid
was the son of the late Richard Derious West and America Ann water, seven sailors waited to
Henson West. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Della Edwards West; see if their mates far above
First Day for Students
one son, Paul Wayne West, and two brothers, Junior West and could find a way to pull them to
Marvin West, all of Benton; 10 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchil- safety before the oxygen in their
Tuesday, August 9 - Classes will be 1/2 day
tiny craft gives out.
dren; nine great-great-grandchildren.
their
since
day
Dismissals
In the second
sub got caught on an underwater
Murray Elementary - 11:00 a.m.
Mrs. Lessie M. Plymale
A graveside service for Mrs. Lessie M. Plymale was held antenna 600 feet under the
Murray High School - 11:45 a.m.
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Lee Memorial Park, Tupelo, Miss. Dr. Pacific, they may have felt some
Murray Middle School - Noon
motion. A surface
Forrest Sheffield officiated. W.E. Pegues Funeral Directors of heartening
the
onto
hooked
vessel
rescue
Tupelo were in charge of arrangements.
Lunches will be served at all schools before dismissal
arly Saturday and
Mrs. Plymale, 97, died Friday, July 29, 2005, at the home of her little sub
Company will be open at 11:00 a.m. at both MES & MMS
Kids'
shaltoward
yards
60
it
dragged
daughter, Mrs. Marty Dawson, Hopkinsville. Her death followed a
could
divers
where
lower water
long illness.
Questions? Murray Elementary - 753-5022
presumably plunge in and
She had lived in Princeton, but moved to Tupelo, Miss., where
Murray Middle - 753-5125, Murray High - 753-5202
them.
release
she lived for 45 years before moving to Hopkinsville 2 1/2 years
The United States and
ago. She worked 15 years as a registered nurse and then worked with Britain, meanwhile, were rushin
Store
Dollar
Deb's
owned
who
Plymale,
D.M.
Back to School Information
her late husband,
ing to send sophisticated
Tupelo.
unmanned underwater robots to
Mrs. Plymale was a member of Harrisburg Baptist Church, the disaster scene in Russia's Far
• MES Meet the Teacher - Monday, August 8 - 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Hopkinsville.
Tupelo, but attended Grace Episcopal Church,
north of Japan.
East.
Preceding her in death were her husband, one daughter. Gloria
How much time remained
'
a PTO sponsors Coffee Chat - Tuesday, August 9 - MES Library - 7:45 - 8:45 a.m.
'
Plymale Cunningham, one sister, 011ie Cole, and one brother, Roy was a matter of increasing doubt
All parents are welcome to come and chat with other parents and school
Bolen. She was born Dec. 11, 1907, in Tommy's Creek Odd, W.Va. and anxiety. Estimates of how
personnel.
Survivors include one daughter; five grandchildren, Deborah long they could continue to
Foshee, Covington, La., Mark Cunningham, Key West, Fla., breathe ranged from at least 18
.4.Open House - Thursday. September 1 - 6:00 p.m.
Stephanie Cunningham, Murray, Brad Carver. Hopkinsville, and hours to a couple of days —
•MMS PTO/Meet the Teacher - Tuesday, August 23 - 5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
Jeff Carver, Modesto, Calif.; and two great-grandchildren, Hank both those figures coming from
the same commander.
Foshee and Jake Carver.
•MHS Meet the Teacher - Tuesday, August 23 - 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Moscow asked for outside
assistance within hours of news
Mrs. Kathleen Abramowlcz
Volunteer Trainings
The Mass of Hope for Mrs. Kathleen Abramowicz was held July breaking about the sub's plight
a
the
was
in
that
was
request
Entombment
speedy
a
Ill.
—
Wilmette,
28 at St. Joseph Church,
marked change since the Kursk
Regardless of when In the year you think you might volunteer, please attend
Memorial Park Cemetery, Wilmette.
in
disaster
July
submarine
Sunday,
nuclear
suddenly
died
Ill.,
Wilmette,
any one of the following trainings (training at either school will be official - you
Mrs. Abramowicz, 54,
2000, when Russian officials
only have to attend one):
24, 2005, in Skokie, Ill.
waited until hope was all but
Her mother, Georgene Batterham, preceded her in death.
• August 12 - 8:05 a.m. - Murray Middle School Cafeteria
• Friday,
All 118 died aboard
Survivors include her husband, Russell Abramowicz, to whom exhausted.
Kursk.
the
Tuesday, August 16 - 3:45 p.m. - Murray Middle School Library
she had been married for 28 years; her father. Roy Batterham; and
But the new crisis is also
sisone brother, Ronald Batterham and wife, Susan, all of Wilmette;
highly embarrassing for Russia,
• Tuesday, August 16 - 7:00 p.m. - Murray Elementary School Cafeteria
ter-in-law, Mrs. Christine Abramowicz De Nezzo and husband,
unprecedentan
hold
will
which
Abramowicz,
Walter
Tony, Murray, Ky.; two brothers-in-law,
• Wednesday, August 17 - 8:00 a.m. - Murray Elementary School Cafeteria
ed joint military exercise with
Melbourne. Fla.. and Chester Abramowicz and wife, Theresa, China later this month, includMurray; nieces and nephews. Robert and Catie Batterham, ing the use of submarines to set• Thursday, August 18 - 2:45 p.m. - Murray Elementary School Cafeteria
Fontano
R.
Louis
Murray,
Sholar.
Steve
and
Fontano
Julie
Wilmette,
tle an imaginary conflict in a
• Tuesday, August 23 - 6:30 p.m. - Murray Middle Library (following Meet the Teacher Night
Sr. and Susan, Benton, and David Fontano and Vicki, Spring Hill, foreign land.
at li414AS)
Abigail
and
Training takes about 45 minutes. Questions?
Fla.; great-nieces and great-nephews, Erik. Ryan
In the exercise, Russia is to
Fontano,
Diana
Murray.
Fontano,
Grace
Call Jean Bennett, 753-4363
Fontano, Spring Hill,
and 17
squadron
naval
a
field
-great-nieces,
Benton, and Louis Fontano, Melbourne.; and great
long-haul aircraft.
Kathryn Hernandez and Alayna Fontano. both of Murray.

Discovery set to undock Saturday
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Oxygen supply
dwindling for
Russian sailors

Restriction put
on Hazel bridge

In

Bridge engineers have placed
a weight restriction on a
Calloway County bridge. The
weight restriction was lowered
from 15 tons down to three tons
for a bridge on KY 893 located
between 5th Street and Jesse
Lane.
The bridge weight limit was
lowered as a result of continued
deterioration of the bridge structure. The bridge is on the sixyear road plan and scheduled for
replacement. Vehicles more than
three tons should use an alternate route.
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Barbara & Renee Have GREAT Deals For You!
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176 MEDYE LANE

2090 BRINK ROAD

New Uslongl This beouklui 3 bck., 2 be home was We in 2000
and features o 4 car garaget lias fireplaces, famed dming
MOT and is located in the Pine Creek Hi subdivision. The
home can be yours for only B157,000 rids 127317 Col
Barbara lad*

QUALITY, QUALITY, descnbm Pitts 2 bck , 2 be that sits on a
lush lawn OCIOU 166 snot from gal axone. Beoutikil couered
patio, gas logs, whirlpool tub with wpm* shower. Too many
ainenihei S rranhonl Priced at S165,000 • col INNS kr
showingl risk 827010

BARBARA I. BARNETT, ABR. URI
eCertificil*, REALTORS
(2711) 753-1651 BUSINESS'
(2701 2934372 DIRECT
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414 S. 12th Street
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2012 COLLEGE FARM RD.
kist Reduced' Updated & remodeled this 5 bob, 2 be home
features walltus clown, french doors & Pella windows The perfect home wilh lob of extra storage' Price reduced to
$192,000 CoN Barbara to see this home today. ries 825470

CADILIDIUU1421..11L.
EBAINIKM-FE CI
1ST

IN

REALTY GROUP

176 IRONWOOD DRIVE

Every golfers dream on Oaks Country Club Golf Course IA.
new, *us open & chty 3 bob, 3 be ham lectures Ikyst,
.k.cuzz, tub, wut be. great screened in porch for entertaining &
so much more for only $2599004 Coll Renee today'
rrols 127228

Murray, KY 42071

RENEE'WYNN.REALTOR/8
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(2761 253-710 DIRECT
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COMMUNITY
Need Line processes 768
applications during July

CollogsNews

Warne

Mitchell earns scholarship
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Laura
Mitchell of Murray has been
awarded a Commonwealth
Scholarship to attend the University of Kentucky this fall.
The scholarship has a total
value of $10,000 and is dis-

During the month of July, Need Line
had 768 applications for help. This was
394 for food, 64 for utilities, 21 for rent,
30 for medical, 365 for personal and hygiene,
and 289 for school supplies. Reasons for
help were 81 for unemployment, 664 for
inadequate income, 18 for money management and use for homeless, according to
'Ionia Casey, executive director.
Need Line , a United Way agency, will
have a Money Management (lass on TuesDatebook day at 5 p.m. at the office.
Special needs for low items include
y J`J
spinach, spaghetti, dried beans, macaroni
Community
and cheese, peanut butter and oatmeal for
Editor
food; bath tissue, dish liquid and shampoo
for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; eggs and fresh
produce for cooler; and large brown paper bap. These may
ire taken to Need 1.ine from ID a.m. to 4 p.m.. ralonday
:through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

SenlorActivities

Jo's

bUrkillef

Girl Scout Leaders will meet
Girl Scout leaders will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street. Leaders will be able to pick
up troop packets, camp information and get information for the
coming year. For information contact girl.scoutleader@charternet
or call 753-6016.

Westside Southland Choirs to sing
"Summer Praise II" will feature the choirs of Southland
Baptist. Temple. Paducah. and Westside Baptist Church, Murray. singing the music of The Brooklyn Tabernacle. Concerts
sill he Sunday at 6 p.m. at the Southland Temple, Paducah,
.ind at Westside Baptist Church, Murray, on Aug. 14 at 6 p.m.
The public is invited to attend both concerts.

THEOS Group will meet
THLOS (they help each other spiritually) Group will meet
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Libnu-y.
Lillian Steele will present a program on "How Can I Make
This Alone." Later the group will go to eat at Sirloin Stockade. This gioup is for any person who has lost a spouse
through death. For information call Steele at 753-2875, Opal
Howard at 753-1998 or Karen Isaacs at 753-2411.

Lions Club will hear Harris
Murray Lions Club will meet 'Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Featured speaker will be Charlotte Harris who will speak on Glasgow Games.

East Council will meet

Fast Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday .at 5 p.m. at the school. The meeting is
open to the public

TOPS Ctiepteir

,
mew'

Members of the new Mtfrray Chitagr of TOPS , #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighin a ill he from 14:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held
train a to' 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information
all Joyce at 761-1491. or visit www.tops.org.

Al-Anon Family Group will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Phelps
Erin Brooks England and Andrew Warren Phelps were married Tuesday. June 7, 2005, in an outdoor wedding at the home
Of the bride's mother'-Mna Pamela Wilford, Mayfield.
The Rev. Charles Jackson officiated. Jennifer Schramer pro--aided recorded music.
The bride chose Karlin Potts of Wingo as her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Jan Purcell and Holly Cagle, both of Mayfield, and Rachel Oliver of Wingo.
The flower girl was Kathryn Palmer of Murray, cousin of
the bride.
The groom chose Jeremy Oliver of Wingo as his best man.
Groomsmen were Matthew Phelps, Wingo, brother of the groom,
Brandon Sweatman, Mayfield, and Bradley Jetton, Paducah.
Ushers were Matthew England. Phoenix, Ariz., brother of
the bride. and Joe Purcell, Mayfield.
The ring bearer was Kurds Palmer, Murray, cousin of the
bride.
An outdoor reception followed at the Wilford home. Florals
were by Beverly Lemons, aunt of the bride.
The bride is the daughter of Charles and Pamela Wilford of
Mayfield and Winton and Dona England of Lone Oak.
Wa Linda Palmer of Murray,
Hear grandparents are Edw.
qtnr England of Gilbertsville.
Nitaaangland of Hopkinsville
of Wingo and Carol
The groom is the son of St
Phelps of Mayfield.
His grandparents are Arnold and Betty Phelps of Gilbertsville
and the late Dugan and Rebecca Warren of Greenville.
Mrs. Phelps is employed at Tiny Tots Daycare Center, Mayfield. Mr. Phelps is employed at Tyson Corporation, Union
City. Tenn.

Al- Antal lama- Group will meet Monday at noon at St.
Lea Parah Centea located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
:ammo at families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement tor membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
•n
ar friend.

Boys Backboard Club will meet
Bias Basketball Backboard Club will meet Tues.11
p in. at Calloway County High School. All parents
at team members from the high and middle schools are urged
fa attend. Chair seats and upcoming season will be discussed.
I or intormation call Hal Perry at 759-4144

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
\arcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at S p.m at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877447:a514

Dexter meeting on Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Das.
ter (ommunity Center. Hamburgers and hot dogs will be grilled
and those attending are asked to bring chips. desserts. etc

Calloway Park Pool plans special day
Gtt Sunday from I to 6 p.m. all city and Lounty employ
ees and their families may swim free at the Murray-Calloway
County Park poi)). according to Mike Sykes. aquatics director.
Ilus invitation includes Mayor Tommy Rushing, Judge ExecuIlse Larry Elkins. City Council members, County magistrates.
and all of their families. For more information call 7624)324.

Four Rivers Group will meet
lout RINCES MUSIC 1-nenda are scheduled to meet Sunday at
2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open
to all musicians and listeners. For more information call Velsateen at 753-6979.

Community event today
A community wide Bar-B-Que and Cook Out will be today
at 5 p.m. at Blood River Baptist Church, located five miles
from New Concord on Highway 444 (Dunbar Road). The public is invited.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Monday at 3 p.m. at the school.
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Pong at 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
By TERI COBB
Spaghetti with meat sauce,
Activities Director
salad, garlic bread, martossed
County
Murray-Calloway
and banana will be on
garine
Senior Citizens are located in
the George Weaks Communi- the lunch menu.
Wednesday events include
ty Center, 607 Poplar St., MurAerobics at 8:30 or
Armchair
check
to
ray. We invite you
Pride
our facility and the many serv- 9:30 a.m., Stride with
Powder
ices offered. Our telephone Walkers at 10 a.m.,
Puff Pool from 10 to 11:30
number is 753-0929.
noon.
We invite you to come and a.m. and Pinochle Club at
join us for lunch which will Our luau will be held from 10
be served Monday through Fri- a.m. to 12:30 p.m. On the
day at 11:30 a.m. for a sug- lunch menu will be baked ham,
gested donation of $1.50. Low- sweet potatoes, green beans, bisfat milk, coffee and ice tea cuit, margarine and green
are our daily choices of bev- grapes.
Thursday events include
erages. Meals are also sent to
Strength and Stretch Class at
private homes.
The center offers transporta- 8 a.m. The Ceramics Class will
tion on a daily basis from 9 take a field trip to Margaret
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live Yuill's ceramics shop at 9 a.m.
in he city limits and need a and each one is asked to rememride to our center, the doctor, ber to bring a sack lunch. Hot
grocery store, bank or phar- chicken salad, peas, squash,
macy. call at least one day wheat roll, margarine and baked
ahead of time to schedule your apples with caramel sauce will
be on the lunch menu.
ride.
Friday events include ArmOur exercise room is open-Monday through Friday from chair Aerobics Group at 8:30
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who a.m. or 9:30 a.m., Stride with
are 60 and older are invited Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. and
to exercise at no cost. We also Open Bridge at noon. A varihave two indoor Shuffleboard ety of board games will be set
Courts available. Our basket- up in the education room from
ball court is also open for a 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Scrabble
variety of games and times. is included in this. On the
Contact the center for more lunch menu will be taco salad,
refried beans, lettuce, tomadetails.
Activities and menus for the toes, tortilla chips, sour cream
week of Aug. 8-12 have been and ice cream.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citreleased as follows:
Monday events include izens is a United Way agency.
Armchair Aerobics which meets
in the gym both at 8:30 or
e
9:30 a.m., Stride with Pride
Walkers meet at 10 a.m. to walk,
Theatres
Bingo at 12:30 p.m. and Line
Dancing at 2 p.m. in the gym.
1008 Chestnut St
On the lunch menu will be
NO CHECKS
BBQ Kielbasa, corn, spiced
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. 11
applesauce, roll, margarine and
orange.
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 P.M.
Tuesday events include
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Strength and Stretch Class from
Love Dogs
Must
8 to 9 a.m., Parkinson's DisPG13 - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:25
ease Support Group at noon
in the education room and Ping

liospitalMenus
"Heart-Smart- is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian.
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet.
Menus, subject to occasional change, for the week of
Aug. 8-14 have been released
as follows:
Monday - spiral baked ham.
•sweet and sour chicken,
smoked sausage, fried rice,
turnip greens, 'baked potato,
glazed carrots, sauerkraut.
broccoli cheese soup.
Tuesday - 'turkey divan
with broccoli, and cheese,
prime rib sandwich on homemade bun, breaded pork cutlet with gravy. tator tots,
'spinach, mashed potatoes.
'Capri vegetable blend. Idaho
potato soup
Wednesday - crunchy
chicken casserole, Hungarian
goulash. 'baked salmon patty

SIDEWALK
SALE
LEFTOVERS

with cream sauce, 'whipped
potatoes with gravy, cream
style corn, 'Harvard beets,
friend okra, Italian wedding
soup.
Thursday - "Build Your Own
Deli Sandwich Bar" - 'southwest grilled chicken, also
served with bacon and cheese,
beef tips in mushroom gravy,
spicy French fries, 'tender rice.
beans almondine,
'green
'baby carrots, beef and barley vegetable soup.
Friday - prime sea strips,
ham and asparagus quiche,
'sliced pork loin, 'California
vegetables, fried potatoes,
'green peas with pearl onions,

corn fritters, 'chicken gumbo.
Saturday - oven baked
chicken breast, 'crumb topped
fish filet, potato cheese casserole, 'tender spinach, carrotgreen bean blend, Wisconsin
cheese soup.
Sunday - spiral baked ham,
'sliced turkey breast, corn
bread dressing, candied sweet
potatoes, 'green beans, 'garden vegetable soup.
(*denotes heart-smart select
(ion)
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The Bad News Bears
PG13 - 1:30- 3:50- 7.15 - 9:

71./i w er

Come Hear Our New Preacher Mr Wayne T Hall discuss grace
in three lectures:
Sun., August 7 - 9:00 a.m. — The Saving Grace of God (Acts 15:1-n)
Sun., August 7 - 10:00 a.m. — His Grace Reaches Me (1inu: 3.3-7)
Sun., August 7 - 6:00 p.m. — Salvation By Grace Through Faith (Eph. 2:8-9)

COME CHECK US OUT:

WA isE

1,10111imporls

The Island
PG13 - 9:10
Sky High
PG - 1:35 -3:45 - 7:00
Stealth
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:

amity-ad

.
752( All
Remaining Sidewalk
Merchandise

Wedding Crashers
It - 12:55 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:45
Charlie & The Chocolate Factory
PG - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:31
The Dukes of Hazzard
PG13 - 1:44 - 3:55 - 7:05 - 9:

-'gram intormation Cali 753-3a

(---7/f# X42z,/ 6ibire,4

Sunday Only 1.00-5:00

• .

S
,

tributed in $2,500 increments
during the student's four years
of undergraduate study.
Mitchell is a graduate of
Murray High School and is the
daughter of John and Kathy
Mitchell.

T. Hat(

• No Earthly Headquarters
• No Human Creed
Wel/
No Denominational Name
• No Instrumental Music
• No Gimmicks - No Tricks - No Entertainment For Your
No Fooling!
August 7th

80

LOCking

Remember, Jesus Did Not Build A Country Club (Alan /6.18,

A Loving, Caring, Serving Congregation
That's The Hazel Church of Christ
In Beautiful Downtown Hazel.
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Uplairracs
Notice
Personals
Anemia
Roo/mists Wanted
Lost And Found
Niap Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportundy
Electronics
Cornputers
Appliance Pans
Visrit To Buy
Articles For Sale
Applancss
Moms Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

180 Fenn Equipment
195 Hurry Equipment
Spores Equipment
210 Rriveroorl
220 Music.
280 Mot*, Nome Lots For Sam
270 Mole Homes For Sata
2110 Mobile name For Rent
205 Modes home Lots For Rent
300 Buslreme Renters
320 ApIMISMII For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Homes For Rent
360 Storage Remits
370 Commercial Property
300 Peb & Supplies
360 Livestock & Suppose
410 Public Sire
425 Land For Rent or Leese

INEViligA6S5lig§IiSi

ADJUSTMENTS

SATURDAY
AUGUST 6,2005
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reel EOM,
Lake Property
Lots For Saes
Lots For Rent
Farms Far Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATY's
Atilo Parts
Sport Welty Vendee
Used Cars
Vane
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Coiumr
Tobacco &

\\
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$7.75 Column Inch, 60'1 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Diacosuit 3rd Run.
44,
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o Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 730 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax 753-1927
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO
A(n) final settleCREDITORS
ment of accounts
has been filed in The following estate
Calloway District fiduciary appointCourt by Linda ments have been
Admin- made
Beach,
the
in
istratrix of the Calloway
County
Estate of Mary District Court. All
Sheridan, claims against these
Faye
deceased.
estates should be
Exceptions to this filed with the fiducisix
settlement must be ary
within
the months of the date
in
filed
Calloway County of qualification.
District Court on or
before the hearing, Estate of: Jack
which is set on 8- Richard
Duncan!
15-05 at 11:00 a.m. Highland
Manor
Vicki Wilson Nursing
Home,
Circuit Court Clerk Portland, TN.; #05P-00153; Fiduciary:
LEGAL NOTICE
Wayne
Michael
A(n) amended Liprican,
1625
final settlement of Upper
Station
accounts has been Camp, Cottontown,
filed in Calloway TN
37048;
District Appointed: July 25,
County
Court by Patricia 2005, Attorney: N/A
Knight,
Ann
Executrix of the Estate of: Mark
Estate of Johnnie Anthony Farmer,
Cole, 212 Riviera Courts,
Marie
deceased.
Murray, KY 42071;
Exceptions to this #05-P-00155; Fidsettlement must be uciary: Jo Ann
the Farmer, 212 Riviera
in
filed
Calloway District Courts, Murray, KY
Court on or before 42071; Appointed:
the hearing, which July
25, 2002;
is set on 8-15-05 at Attorney:
Sid
11:00 a.m.
Easley, 204 South
Vicki Wilson 6th St., Murray, KY
Circuit Court Clerk 42071.

•

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settler
ment of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway
the
District Court by
Bank of Cadiz &
Trust Co., guardian
for Steven Scott
King, minor child.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway District
Court on or before
the hearing set on
8-15-05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway
the
District Court by
Bank of Cadiz &
Trust Co., conservator for Kaelei King,
minor child.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway District
Court on or before
the hearing set on
8-15-05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) amended &
settlecorrected
ment of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway District
Court by Juanita
Outland Lawrence,
Executrix of the
-estate of Imogene
Colson
"Jeanne"
Sanders, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on 815-05 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

060

Reelfoot Lake Waterfowl Festival
and erand American Duck &
Goose Calling Championships
& 21pailiost
August 20th .

Goose Calling August 20th
Duck Calling August 21st
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

(731)986-3090
020
Node*
CANNING
762-0265

COPELAND
Orchards.
•Peaches •Nectarines
•Tomatoes
•Vegetables
grown.
home
All
location
Murray
(270)623-8312

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
following
The
guardian appointments have been
the
in
made
County
Calloway
District Court. MI
claims against these
appointments
should be filed with
the fiduciary within
six months of the
date of qualification.
In RE: Jesse Neil
Vaughn, 1506 Henry
St., Murray, KY
42071; #05-P-00152;
Fiduciary: Barbara
E. Vaughn, 1506
Henry St., Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed: July 25, 2005;
Attorney: Warren K
Hopkins, 405 Maple
Street, Murray, KY
42071.

includes legume & native grass
attachments, 4158 on ac. count*'z
Located at:
Henry Farmers Coop.
For additional information please call
270-787-0491
Sealed bids will be accepted until 8-2605 at 4:00 p.m. at the Calloway Co.
Conservation District.
The Calloway County Conservation
District Board of Supervisors reserves
the right to reject all bids.

tomatoes

COME take a bite out
Bobby,
of
Cindy,
Chl,
Chi
Donnie.
Reuben and Dagwood
(sorry, no Biondie) at
Sandra D's, 94 E 2933816.

Estate of: Lu Alice
Culver Key, West
Nursing
View
Home, 1401 N. 16th
Street, Murray, KY
42071; #05-P-00159;
Cecil
Fiduciary:
Colver,
Howard
3145 Sid Darnall
Road, Benton, KY
42025; Appointed:
29, 2005;
July
Attorney: Thresa K
Culver, 4001 Auburn Lane, Nashville, TN. 37215

MB SALE

Articles
For Sala

Help Willed

Estate of: Grace
Gilbert, 1555 Flint
Road, Murray, KY
42071; #05-P-00156;
Larry
Fiduciary:
505
Gilbert,
St.,
Whitnell
Murray, KY 42071;
Sid
Appointed:
Easley, 204 South
6th Street, Murray,
KY 42071.

10' Haybuster No-Till Drill

MEIN=

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
REWARD for informa
bon leading to the iden
tity of the person who
hit my maroon 2000
Silverado on the 500
block of S. 6th St.
Thursday 7/28. Call
227-5500 or Murray
Police Dept.

Put your home
videos on DVD.
Your tapes stay
safe! $24.95
OAKWOOD STUDIO

Behavioral Healthcare Center
at Martin is seeking a Part Time MSW
Duties would include the following:
Facilitate psycho-therapy for individual and
group geriatric psychiatric patients. Complete
treatment plans and psycho-social assessments.
Join a highly motivated professional staff that
includes two BSSW and one LCSW.
This position could become full time.

Please send resumes to:
BHC-M
P.O. Box 1006
458 Hannings Lane
Martin, TN 38237
Attention Robin Mooney,
Human Resource Manager
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

PS1t Mt. RE1111\t,s
\icc. kelp on
,,blents of Ili, m
\lr...knn

050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: Sentry Fire box.
Beige, metal, around
Roy Wildey's welding
Coldwater
shop,
Bottoms. Work ledgers
inside. $100 Reward
489-2556 .
0.0

lists Vtaand
$$$ Good Pay $$$
and
Dependable
people
enthusiastic
part-time
needed
evenings available to
set appointment for
local business. 57/hr +
bonuses. For interview
after
call
12noon.(270)753-6009

753-7050
JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
Full time entry- level positions are available
for qualified professionals to work with children and their families. Pennyrile Allied
Community Services, Inc. is accepting
resumes for the position of In-Home
Therapists with our Family Preservation
Program and Family Reunification Program
in the Mayfield office. The applicant must
be highly motivated to serve families and
children, willing to work a flexible schedule
and have the ability to work independently.
Training will be provided.
Interested applicants who hold a Bachelor's
Degree in Social Work, Psychology,
Sociology or related field are invited to send
their resumes by Wednesday. August 10,
2005 to:
"In-Home Therapist Position"
Mr. John Tedder. Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 549
Hopkinsville, KY 42241

HELP WANTED
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation
Part Time Workers (20-40 hrs./wk.)
$6.00- $7.00/hr.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring
part time workers for.20-40 hours per week.
Must be available to work weekends and holidays. Pay will depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers
license. Applications are available at the park
office at 900 Payne Street between 8:00 a.m. 400 p.m. Monday-Friday.

Looking for a change? Come see the
changes at Britthaven of Benton. We
are looking for an energetic, hardworking RN or LPN. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Apply in
person at:
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main St.
Benton, KY 42025
EEO/AAE • No phone calls, please.

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGISTS
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
immediate PRN positions available for
radiology technologists. Applicants must
have ARRT Registry or Eligible.
Competitive salary with excellent shift.
differential Submit applications or
resumes to JPMC's Human Resources
Department, 1099 Medical Center
Circle, Mayfield, KY 42066. Resumes
may be faxed to 270-251-1443.

Help Wantal
PURYEAR NURSING
HOME NEEDS weekR.N. Flexible
end
hours. 731-247-3205

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
S9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please.

Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
is, "An Equal Opportunity Employer"
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Henry County Medical Center, a progressive
and growing medical center is seeking a CFO.
Henry County Medical Center is comprised of
a hospital, skilled and long-term care facility.
EMS,and a Home Health/Hospice agency.
The CFO reports directly to the CEO. The fol-

lowing departments report to the CFO.
Accounting/Payroll, Materials Management,
Business Office, HIM, Information Systems,
and Case Management.
Minimum requirements: a BS degree in
accounting and 3 to 5 years as a CFO in a hospital. Prefer candidate with CPA or master
degree in related business field. Candidate must
have demonstrated skills in reimbursement
issues, financial statements, and leadership.
Henry County Medical Center offers an excellent compensation and benefit package including a bonus plan. Interested candidates should
email or mail resumes to:

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
eleciden(fitizax4a,Qr11

REGISTERED DIETImonthly
for
CIAN
review in 25 bed nursin
home
ing
Tennessee. 731-2473205. ask for Anita.
earn
DANCERS
$1.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-24332069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
EARLY childcare centers looking for full time
and part time help to
work with children ages
birth through afterChildcare
school.
development knowledge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street.
Murray_
EXPERIENCED appliance technician. Sid
Appliance
Fulton
(270)443-1991
PIZZA Pro now accepting applications Ask
for Tony.

EjltilipWardied
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person only.

NOW hiring Daytime &
Nightime Dishwashers,
Salad Prep Please
apply in person at
Sirloin Stockade. Belay Shopping Center

S1.000 Sign On

USA TRUCK'

PAY INCREASE'

PAINTERS Wanted
Local painting contractor is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
painters Must have at
least 4yrs expenence
Please call (270)7536895 leave message
No walk-in applications
accepted

*Dedicated &
Regional
Available
•Co. 0/Op's
*Teams & Student
Grads.
CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK
800-889-5805
go.usalruck coin
eoc,rto nvl INN

PART-TIME merchandiser wanted to work 1
store in Murray, KY
area. 2-7 hours per
week. $8 per hour
Send work history and
contact info to. Premier
5016
Greetings,
Spedale Court #348,
Spring Hill, TN 37174
or email- jboesingere
premiergreetings.com

Asplundh
WANTED
Tree Experts looking
for CDL drivers, bucket
operators, and experienced trimmers Call
David Chapman, cell
859-314-5088 or 859983-6040

Grand
PATTI'S in
Rivers has immediate
openings, full time and
part time for retail sales
clerks. Ask for Jan
Shipley. Also, immediate opening for experienced decorator. Floral
design helpful. Ask for
Lisa Tynes. Please
apply Mon-Fri 10AM3PM
Tech
PHARMACY
tor
needed
Compourlding
Pharmacy - USP 797
exp preferred: PT
increasing to FT w/
varying schedule: job
descnption will change
as needs change; compensation either per hr
or per hr + % profit
(based on exp); must
be flexible & have
excellent phone skills
admin exp a plus; fax
resume with cover letter to (270)759-3614 to
schedule a confidential
interview (interviews
will begin mid-August).
PRN position for LPN.
Medical
Certified
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience. Covering
for vacations and illnesses. Ability to work
on short notice a plus.
by
apply
Please
resume only including
references to: Richard
H. Crouch, M.D. 300
South 8th Street 301E,
Murray, KY 42071

Programmer Needed.
South Eastern Book is
looking for a programDegree is premer
ferred but will accept 3
years experience in
Steaks 8z Spirits
degree
of
lieu
now accepting
Successful candidates
applications
will be a team player,
self driven and possess
for experienced
excellent people skills
kitchen help.
Programming skills and
Apply in person
should
experience
2pm-5pm
Between
VB6,
include:
Mon-Fri
Macromedia
110 South 5th
Dreamweaver, Cold
Fusion, XML. Java
Street.
scripting. ASP, PHP,
application
company data base
LOCAL
software and web softaccepting resumes for
ware expenence SEB
inside and outside
competitive
offers
shop
positions,
sales
excellent
aft
and
salary
foreman, general laborbenefits program SEB
er employees and truck
is an EOE Qualified
dnvers. Mail resume to.
send
1040-R. applicants should
P.O. Box
to
resumes
their
Murray, KY 42071.
South Eastern Book.
established PO Box 309, Murray
LOCAL
KY 42071 No phone
business seeking fulltime receptionist/cus- calls please
tomer service rep Must
have excellent people, SAFETY
advisors
computer and typing $2500 month manager
skills. High school trainees $3000 month
diploma required. Send
Company will train Call
resume to: P.O. Box
M-F 9am-1pm only! 11040-D, Murray. KY 800-578-8799
42071.
Puryear
SMALL
Nursing Home looking
LOCAL golf course hirresponsible
ing dependable person for
to assist in golf souse dependable Certified
Nurse Assistant for resmaintenance
Knowledge with mow- ident care. Call Carolyn
ers and weedeaters 1-731-247-3205
731-247- Tue/WediThurs 8AMpreferred
2PM
3264

Bull Pen

••

1
• ,

Nice
sell? Conta
Zea's eSav-z.Your Ebay
selling store.
753-0799
HBO &
FREE
Showtime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$1999 per mo plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
channels
10
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
MULTI-STONE denLone diamond ring.
14kt gold nng with an
Aquamarine
8mm
stone with 2 diamonds
for
270-753-9517
appointment.

MISS Kim's Daycare
now open in town We
offer care for ages 6
weeks to 12 years
hours
Operating
5 30AM to midnight
DIRT DADDY'S
Monday-Saturday For
more information, call
TOP SOIL
767-0791
Gravel 8 white rock also
NEED your home or
Call Terrell Tidwell.
office cleaned? I have
753-9075
experience, excellent
227-2193
references, and flexible
hours. 270-704-1374
available. Electric Wheelchairs
SITTER
Home or hospital. days
Attention Medicare
or afternoons. Light Medicaid & Private
hous•k••pLn g
Irituraoloe Meridian%
errands Expenenced. Now Available for those
Phone
who have mobility
references.
restrictions that qualify.
(270)753-1308
Free information
WILL clean up before
packet!
and after renters, construction, remodeling. 1-800-225-4336
etc Walls, floors, winetc. WHITE satin wedding
dows,
capped
w/
Experienced-Valerie dress
sleeves, size 16, 5200
436-5914
270-753-6909
Call
WILL clean your house
or office. (270)382- after 5PM.
2399 or (270)705-7992

ram—

Computers
Large SelectIon
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts 1850 ST RT 121
South 753-5562
USED carpeting, electnc baseboard heaters.
refrigerators. air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
•
753-1.713
Rome Furnishings
ALL Mattress sets on
Carraway
sale!
Furniture, 105 N 3rd
753-1502
SHAKER style furniture
made to order Fred
Schweiged (270)759467

20 Series Ferguson
ractor and bush hog
492-8723. 227-2661
Power
Ford
851
Master. New Clutch.
cam. rod & main bearings. rings, steering
gear New tachometer
and all gauges 4928723, 227-2661

150
Arttcles
For Sale
2 burial plots a
Gardens
Memorial
Murray. 753-1479
30 inch Hotpoint Gas
Range and Range
hood. Almond with
black front, $200 Also,
kitchen table with 1 leaf
and 6 chairs. $90 Call
753-7458
500 gallon propane
tank with both regulator's, $675 436
'
5455
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
DfRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901

-

BOWFLEX,
080 Call after 5, 7536384

14X80 2 BR, 2 bath
new carpet, new air
conditioning unit. Cal
759-9305 or 759-1792
Fleetwood
1984
Remodeled in 2000,
753$5.000 OBO
0462. leave message

2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
51.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438
3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE: on 2
acres near Paris!! Call
today" 731-584-9429

2005 SALE
New Fleetwood Doublewide, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, priced to
move at $2,005.00 over
invoice. Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker Homes, Paris
(731)644-0012
1-800-533-3568

OPEN HOUSE:Satwrday,August 6, 2-5PM
tJ02 Olive SL With all the charm of Olive St 2.(XX)
sq. ft., 38D, 2 bath, 2 fireplaces. Hardisikki floors,
master has vintage fireplace Living room has gas
logs & vintage mantel sid shelves & glass doors.
Dining room. concrete circle dr. fish pond in backyard. $139,900. Call for appointment. Home 7670850. Cell 293-9598

YARD SALE
1615
MILLER
AVE
FRI 7-12
SAT 7-?
Large variety
of items.
Come see!

M

ete For Rent

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLE WIDE:
Fireplace Huge Master
Bed & Bath,' Low payments' Land available(
731-584-9429

2BR. 2BA duplex Al
appliances w/ wid
Garage, deck, no pets
Lease deposit, $500
day: 753-5524. night
753-9587

BY owner 3 bedroom
mobile home with lot 2
car aluminum carport
outbuilding,
Small
$26.950 See at lot 393
Scenic Acres D 7535617.N 767-0654

213R, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118

LARGE 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOME - Land
packages available0
731-584-9429
AND DOU• SINGLE
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Rope's - Call today
at 731-842-8447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths'? Both priced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today('

%1urray Ledger & Times
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2B • Saturday, August 6, 2005

2BR,furnished & unfurapartments
nished
1604 & 1606 Miller
753-0932,
Ave
(270)519-2699
4BR 2 bath, all appliances central H/A
rates
Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX 213R, C/H/A
w/d hook-up Lease
No pets $390 plus
1802-1/2-A
deposit
Monroe Ave 753-8002

MSU
TO
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished
8325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

1BR newly decorated,
8350 plus deposit No
pets 753-8582
IN town 3BR, $395
month and deposit No
pets 753-5109
SOUTH Hazel, Tenn,
3-br, 2 bath, C/H/A.
$350/M0 + deposit +
lease 492-8526

12 acres, wooded
Privacy
homesite
galore' Call (270)9244112 Red Mill Realty
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
270-753$125,000.
4109. 270-227-1545

Suzuk
2005
Boulevard Black, very
low miles, perfect
$5,500 293-8814
new
like
2003
Kawasaki 650 Prairie
4x4 Winch, rack, auto,
carno color, V-Twin, 24
hours Mint condition
753-7477
1991 Honda ST1100
black beauty, excellent
condition, low miles.
well serviced $3,995
436-5610
Inlay Vehicles
MUST sell' 2001 Jeep
Cherokee.
Grand
leather interior, moonroof, lots of extras,
$9,000 753-5034
2002 Ford Explorer.
Green, loaded, 4x4,
111,xxx.
leather,
$12,500 OBO 270753-8854 after 5PM
2001 Ford Escape XLT
V6, new everything,
$7,500 (270)759-8481
and (270)227-2356
Grand
1999 Jeep
Cherokee Laredo, 4x4
High miles, loaded,
$5,500 080. 270-7489730
1998 LS Chevy Blazer,
4x4, new CD player,
moonroof, black w/
97K.
cloth,
gray
85,900 759-5236

David's Cleaning
Services

72_1pp
Aga-NG
VATI
EXCA

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Bnck .All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
-We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Murray, Karitaelty

HAULING
CLEARING
GENERAL CONTRACTING
Cell 293-9569
270-436-2776
Justin Tripp, Owner

David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or 1270) 293-0939

%%phial

Boats 4Mors
16FT fiat bottom john
boat 18HP Evinrude,
trolling motor, depth
finder, $625 435-4693
or 752-0179

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed free pick-up/delivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk 8 tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters
Tree
Lambs
A-1
Service Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning 436-2867

Services 0111ted

litiuncrviiikko.iilcuttial

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
.Carpets •Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Our)"
753-5827

Neal(
Striping,. hauling.
tth iii.
N111(11111
759-11411 • 7.53-15-17
PATTON LAWN CARE
Mowing.
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work.

MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared plumbing fixor
repaired
tures
(270)978installed
0133
Mower
MOODY'S
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668

Horoscopes

270-436-5507 Homo
270-293-7717 Cell

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
8 Handyman work
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Viny
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters 753-2592.
Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

270-7531927

by Jacqueline Bluer

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
You have great ideas
****
Monday. Aug. 8, 20(k5:
A-1 Stump Removal
Real Estate For Sale
Implementing them might be a
A&F Warehousing
and
stop
to
need
437-3044
you
year,
This
By Owner
whole different story. You find
Near MSU $20-50
EXCEPTIONALLY
think about your blessings more
Rental Properly
that those you have counted on
753-7668
bedroom,
nice, large. 2
ALL CARPENTRY
421 South 8th Street
often, as you could become neg1997 Chevy Blazer
are aloof or into their own needs
BOAT pontoon, 8 R V
deck, outside storage.
Remodeling, additions. ative if you aren't careful. A
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 Of
run,
4-door
red,
4x4,
projects. Ask for help from a
and
storage 12' tall doors
all appliances including
model
late
pbrches, decks, sun child or a creative project is con3-BR
USED
boards, ultra
ning
trusted associate. Tonight: Add
drive
can
front,
in
dryer.
washer/
vinyl
roofing,
with
Extra
landlord
rooms,
Become a
mobile home.
wheels. CD, 136,000
more fun into your life.
stantly changmi,g. forcing you to
(270)759- through New metal
home
nice. aid clean. We $495mo
no down paymepi
miles, cloth interior. !tiding, mobile
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
invigorate
LIBRA
s
Challenge
adjust.
SI.
3rd
S.
628
bldg
85
5885 or (270)293-70
repair, sagging floors,
Seller will finance 20%
deliver and set-up
$5.000 354-5043
*** Take your time brainstormYou
solutions.
seek
you
753-4763
Ext.
as
you
termite & water dam270-489-2525
down payment with
View
ing and daydreaming. Often, how
FORREST
1987 GMC Jimmy full
Larry Nimmo have a way of making others feel
MURRAY Store and
age
Your good credit, and
you See a situation could be very
Apartments 1213 N
You
diesel
you.
or
5
6
around
e
4WD.
size
372
comfortabl
Lock presently has
pay
(270)753-9
will
seller
lifittlerass'ix.
different from the way others do
16th St , now accepting
$500
work,
money
Needs
of
lot
53
units available 753(270)753-03
closing costs
also might spend a
applications for 1br
Listen to different perceptions.
435-4693 or 752-0179
2905 or 753-7536
1-800-294-6442
on yourself or someone you
2BR. $255 753-6012
starting at $330/month,
Finally, you can update your
APPLIANCE &
often
but
you,
adore
love. Others
2br townhouses, basic
thoughts. Learn better ways to
1121
ELSCTRICAL REPAIR
2BR, IBA on 1/2 acre
PREMIER
Used Cars
don't see situations as clearly as communicate. Tonight: You get a
rent 8360i month Call
lot. Very clean, yard
MINISTORAGE
CHAD B. HUGHES you do. If you are single, you
Leave
753-1970
second wind.
mowing included, no
•Instde climate control
2002 Dodge Neon
Message
22 YEARS eXPalUENCE could be in love with love -- be SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
inside pets. $300 a
Barkley
KY-LAKE
storage
OBO
$5,500
(270)226-9398
month plus deposit
careful. If you are attached, be **** Meetings prove to be ferdockable waterfront,
•Secunty alarmed
apartFURNISHED
(731)247-5163
(270)492-8191
(270)623-6314
$129,900,
acres
295
generous and indulgent of your tile territory for networking and
clean
8
•Safe
1
bedroom:
ment,
won't
Monte
market,
to
new
Chevy
2000
foibles. VIRGO makes sharing ideas. You see that a
8300
sweetie's
boxes'
2BA
sell
-We
2BR,
room
kitchen, living
APPLIANCE REPAIR
team effort will work. Be very
owner
Call
style
last'
body
New
Carlo
(270)527-8808
large
•We rent U-Hauls
combination,
SERVICE & PARTS a great accountant.
careful with a financial commit(270)924-4328
red, sharp, $6,800
753-9600
bath 767-9562 We
OR
293-8726
NICE 2BR No pets
(270)
ment -- OK? Listen to feedback
OBO 293-6992
students
welcome
of
Kind
the
753-9888
759-5534
The Stars Show
without taking comments personChuck Van Buren
2000 Mercury Cougar
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; ally. Tonight: Get some extra R
terned Prop.
LARGE 1BR duplex
Laser red, 53M miles
ASPHALT
FOf Sete
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; and R.
C/H/A,
Remodeled
condition
excellent
SEALCOATING
1 -Difficult
2 lots with restrictions
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
lots of storage, nice
1 duplex for sale in
270-753-6239
•Commercial
5
acre.
1
8
767acres
1.5
LOTS for rent 753
pets
no
21)
area,
Northwood $89 000
•Residential
miles north or Murray. •se Camry. Rebuilt title
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
9866
*** Others are demanding.
0433. 293-5090
293-1446
Estimates
Free
self-disand
strength
752-7312
*** Your
Requests and calls come in lett
52,000 miles $4.900
LOTS including sewer
LARGE, nice duplex
TRAVIS
LAKE access. 2 lots in Call after 3PM 753cipline need to come through
and right. The real question is
and water. Hardin area.
near university. No
NG
Hills
SEALCOAll
Cedarling
nght now. Others can be distracthow to deal with all the demands.
0980
270427-8808
plus
Lease
pets
(270) 753-2279
Subdivision, approx.
ing, spurting out unrelated facts
You might be provoked and
MOBLE home lot for deposit $525. 759- 707 South 12th Street
1/2 acre each, $17,900 1997 Ford Escort,
of ideas. Adjust your thinking:
become sharp-tongued. Would it
rent on 464 near
1087
South Center. 700, each. (937)885-4411, $1,800 753-5983
even change your
perhaps
not be better to say a polite no?
septic
Kirksey Water
1,000, 1,200 sq ft
293-7506
plans. Focus counts. Tonight: Tonight: Handle work or visit with
1994 Buick LeSabre.
LIVE Oak Apts,
and electric available
in
Available
Bethel
LOT #13 in
Say yes to an invitation.
30 years experience
an older friend.
Newly Remodeled
94,000 miles. Well
293-1240 or 753-3712
Phone
September.
Estates Subdivision on
All work guaranteed
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
82,000.
1BR $29000
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
maintained
753-1252, 753-0606
Bethel Church Rd .699
ROBY ALITITP
**** You might greet the
***** Your ability to read
Call 293-2543
2BR $340.00
• 731-51116-406 ..vorld with a smile, but others
acres. set up for mobile
COMMERCIAL or retail
3BR $42500
between the lines might force
2344875
home, has septic sys- '91 Honda. High miles,
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
seem out of sorts or need to feel
$100 deposit special
you to step back and think. You
Starks
reetrooms, tem $8,900
5 speed, AC, $1,000.
1 and 2 BR furnished
C/G/H,
BACKHOE
in control. Don't get caught up in
for qualified applicants
be stunned by the realizacould
Bros. Mobile Homes. 1- 753-5024
plenty of parking, near
apts Coleman RE 759TRUCKING
the game. Focus on the end
Office hours 8-2
that come forward. Be caretions
600-455-3001
judicial building. 7594118
ROY HILL.
results. A boss or higher-up has ful with money agreements. Your
Mon-Fn
3772 752-0201 (after
1 OR 2br apts near
Septic system, gravel, different but inspiring ideas. funds could easily wash away.
Call today for appointNelson
for
Ask
)
hours
Items For Sas
Murray
white rock
downtown
ment
Tonight: Head home early.
Tonight: Do some research.
Shroat
436-2113
starting at $200/rno
7534221
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
2003 Ford Windstar,
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
house
brick
2BR
Dozer work & Track
OFFICE space for rent
753-4109
*** Basics count, as you shall *** You might not mean to add
oaded, 68,500 road
NEW 1 BR, all appli- 304 N 4th Street
7
garage.
detached
hoe
see. If you want to work from
miles. brand new tires,
1. 2. 3 apts 753-1252
confusion, but you do an excelances. 429 S 8th St
miles north. Murray. recently serviced, loan
Lower floor of Lamkm
Trash home, do so. You do best when
CALLO WAY
or 753-0606
lent job of just that. You laugh,
753-0118
753-7652
Law Office 753-1737
value $10,500. Retail
you close the door and focus. and so does another. Friends
761-3740
Service
12. & 38R apts availvertical price $13,800. Asking
with
2BR
for details
Not everything is as it seems, as
293-4045
might be acting strangely, espeNICE 28R duplex 753able Please call 753duplex behind Great $9,500. Call 293-7354
space, Village
OFFICE
you will discover. Another's
cially one particular friend. Let go
finishing
or
436-6357
7457
CONCRETE
8221
$69.500
investment.
or 767-9140
Center, 1406 North
uproar might be coming out of
and relax. Let associates have
Dnveways sidewalks
270-753-4109, 2701BR apt available all
12th St 1,200 sq
NICE, clean 1BR apartleft field. Tonight: Take it easy.
their voice. Tonight: Relax and
759752-0500
etc
Taurus
Ford
2000
appliances furnished
227-1545
ment Um Hts All ft.753-7559
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
give up control.
3229
3BR, 28A. Southwest wagon 81,000 miles
Mur-Cal Realty 753appliances furnished
What you say certainly
****
PROFESSIONAL
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
condition
DNJ HANDYMAN
of town Call for excellent
side
4444
$325
draws reactions, especially from
office space for lease
**** Allow others to run with
$5 000 270-436-2279
We do all the odd jobs
price, 759-4762
1BR, 1 bath studio.
those in your day-to-day life. the ball, or you could mess up a
Space available from
large
2
bath,
2
time
bdrm.
have
5
don't
you
SOO
$335 month 2BR. 1
Furnished 1 8 2 bedEventually, you will be able to
200-6.400 sq ft Call
project or two. Listen to what you
Irving areas 1,900 +
for.
Used Trucks
bath, washer 8 dryer
apartments
room
293-5657, 293-3181
settle a situation or conflict. This
need to do in order to handle a
1108
upper
Fixer
painting
our
s.f.
Ask
about
$410 month 753-7559
downtown Starting at
Situation could revolve around
personal matter. Remain pleasspecial_
Elm. $58,500 David H
Dakota
2002 Dodge
$245
money and security. You need it.
1BR. 1 bath, washer
ant and agreeable. You can
293-5438
Realty. 753-4573
Low rider, lots o
dryer, $325 month
So does someone else you are
change the plan later on, when
ENJOY life in the counDOZER WORK
Lease.
pets.
extras $7,500 obo
No
753-7559
dealing with. Tonight: Visit with a
others are receptive. Tonight:
try lust 5 minutes from
Obedience
DOG
INSTALL & REPAIR
753-4937
(270)293-1585
deposit.
fnend.
Dinner out.
the heart of Murray in
1BR all appliances
Master Trainer
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
or 759753-1951
days.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
this adorable home
Oaks Apts starting at
2001 White Chevy Z436-2858
HAULING.
GRAVEL
8926 nights
*** Emphasize the positive,
with completely remod$250 Coleman RE
71 LT. Highway miles.
Public or Contract
SHIH-TZU S8W paper
and you will be able to move
interior Enjoy the
Exc
eled
759-4118
interior,
Leather
RED OAKS APTS.
37
at
270-753Contact
trained 731-352-00
through this day with great ease.
nice
and
yard
large
$16,900
condition
SpecIal
1BR-4BR apartments
9503
731-642-5151
You have a lot to offer, which you
front porch in this 080. 752-6488 or 753$100 Deposit
Ask about move in free
WANTED someone to
FUTRELL'S Tree
d
might not realize. You admire
neighborhoo
pleasant
9342
1BR From $280
days Coleman RE
dogs
Service
care for kennel
others' talents. It is time to recogon a closed-end street.
2BR From $325
759-4118
of
removal. nize yours. A child or loved one
when we are out
Trimming,
1997 F-150 XLT Ford
2 ba, 3 br with office or
Call Today!
2 BR 2 Bath close to
town Buchanan/Pans
stump gnnding, fire- acts up. Tonight: Nap and then
truck extended cab Efft
playroom Of 4 br. Brand
75348438.
campus. quiet neighwood Insured. 489- decide.
Landing area Feed
bed with camper top
new HVAC, brand new
borhood, water 8 SMALL 1BR close to
motor, 2839
water and hose out
5.4
Tnton
carpet, paint, cabinets garbage pack-up includowner, INTERIOR PAINTING
kennels Probably less
university, $225/mo
ready to move in. 67 93,000 miles, 1
than 1/2 hour/daily Will
condition. and wallpapenng Free
ed $550/per month
excellent
Includes water 753Countryside Dr. off
Evenings
753-2225
pay well but must be
2225 days, 759-1509
estimates call Lone 0
121S $89.000. 270- $7,900 Call 270-436759-1509
responsible 731-2322935
Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Changes
nights.
Graceful
853-6184 Of 534-0143
8290
or
28R 2 bath 2 blocks
080
FARMINGTON Area
(731)822-3
IRA
Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
SIMPLE
Woodmen's
5-10
1995 Chevy
VERY nice 1BR, 1
from MSU w/c1 hook1802 Beech Grove Rd
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
cyl 5- (607)738-2910
4
,
2.211
153K,
all
H/A,
central
Bath.
up no pets 1350 per
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
38R, 1BA (rm. for 2nd) speed, white extended
Livestock& Supplies
appliances with WiD
J&L PLUMBING INC
deposit
&
month
Brick Ranch. 2 car gar.. cab, short bed, new
As your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retireGreat location 1 year
References required
HORSESHOEING, approx. 1,600 sq ft.
player.
ment benefits to your employees.
CD
tires.
deposit
month
1
lease.
753-3949
Daytime
LA, berber carpet. cenfarrier
certified
AM/FM radio, runs
pets
753-2905
No
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
after 6prri 759-3050
Shelia Crouse
tral 118A, tilt-in therm° great, 81,900 270corrective
General
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
low
330 CC. Lowry Wye
fireplace,
windows,
731Scarbrough
Cambridge
Corey
2BR Apt
782-0661 or 293-7062
VERY nice 2bd duplex
Murray, KY 42071
10x12
HOW OFFICE OMAHA NEIRASKA
maintenance
area 293-6968
1811 Ridgewood $465 571-1383
270-753-4741
1-866-600-7707
Eagle building, mature '90 Chevy dually fort
year
1
rno.
deposit
W8D.
2BR 2 bath
wirywartmallameasa
cell 270-293-7197
cab, Silverado packtrees, beautiful country
226753-7991.
lease
included
Yard Sale
JUNK/Rubbieh
water
age new tires, 83,500
setting, $8750000
9001 cell
Removal, clean out
$550irno 753-2225
753-5034
Call 345-2080 after
attics, garages, yard
6p.m. - broker owned
Tired of Renting - Have no money to purchase?
74 Dodge dump truck
waste. etc Low rates.
for sale,
HOUSES
$1,800 (270)382-2399 (270)489-2583
acreage
with
some
r(1 - list'
or (270)705-7992
LAYTON _Madam
Call 270-339-8824 or
%i .ii-' in ;a rim KlIs 1,1,,
backhoe
&
hauling
270-339-8823
!hiss ii loans.
753-4545. 767-0213
NEW 3.500 Nit. home
overlooking Creekson
Bluff near Murray. 1997 18' Dutchmen
‘1i.- Shots on:
Null Shim I .:
7-3
available. Camper. Sleeps 4 rAcreage
All Wool Appliontes
270-767-0958
ple, central KA Q.,
Clothes, furniture,
"
••YOiOr Brands
remodeled stove, refrigerator &
NEWLY
WAR D ELKINS
household items,
38R with grew, price freezer. AM,FM stereo
Many other prawns's& Purchase & Refinance. All Credit Grades!
bikes, toys, 2001
reduced Coleman RE. cassette,
Call 279-753-7407 or stop In III N. 12th St- Suite ft • Murray. KY
Impala
Ruth Ann 753-9898 or TVNCR/DVD
753293-7961
7701. 293-4583
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10 years ago
Published are a story and pictures about the annual Fancy Farm
Picnic on Aug. 5. The story was
by Staff Writer Amy Wilson and
the pictures were by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
The annual family reunion of
descendants of the late Elbert and
Lovie Ellen West was held recently at the Ellis Community Center, Murray.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Sen.
Mitch McConnell speaking at a
town meeting last night attended
by about 50 local residents. He
stopped in Murray during a swing
through Western Kentucky.
Births reported include a boy
to Ricky and Lisa Starks, a girl
to Michael and Debra Nedlock
and a boy to David and Cindy
Copeland, July 31.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Nats, sponsored by American
Legion Post *73, who captured
the Girls Softball League finishing with a 7-1 record with only
loss to the Blue Hornets.
Published is a picture of
majorettes for the Calloway County High School Band who are
Vanessa Stone, Kim Smith, Tammy
Overby, Gina Gentry, Theresa
Dover, Kathy Harding and Amy
Pittenger.
40 years ago
James Garrison, president of
Ryan Milk Company, announced
that the company has acquired the
assets of General Dairy Services
of Mt. Vernon, Ind. The entire
operation will be moved to Murray. Company officials moving to
Murray will be L. Shemwell, Jack
Anderson,Jim Mays and Sam Cook
50 years age
Rachel Rowland has resigned

as home demonstration agent of
Calloway County to become Extension Clothing Specialist with the
University of Kentucky. She has
served in Calloway County since
July 1940.
60 years ago
Robert M. Lamb has been
named as general manager of the
Murray Branch of the Tappan
Stove Company which will open
in Murray. He is from Mansfield,
Ohio,
Eggner's Ferry Bridge over the
Tennessee River will be one of
eight bridges in Kentucky to be
free of tolls after Aug. 25, according to Kentucky Highway Commissioner I. Stephen Watkins.
Seventeen men from Calloway
County were inducted in the Armed
Forces on July 31. They were
William Fair, Edward 0. Carlton,
Carl W. Lawrence, Chesley C.
Fairris Jr., James F. Cunningham,
Romual P. Giles, Trellis P. McCuiston, Cleatus F. Nanney, Jack B.
Kennedy, Freeman T. Glass, Joe
H. Phillips, Charles H. Humphreys,
M.C. Geurin Jr., James B. Morton, Hugh F. Miller. George C.
Wilson and Nolan E. Smith.
Calloway County Circuit Court
opened its August session today
with Judge Ira D. Smith presiding and John T. King as commonwealth attorney.
Births reported this week
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Carter, July 19; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Burkees, July 21; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Paschall, July 23; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Dalton, July 26:
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max Puckett, July 27; a girl to Pvt. and
Mrs. H.I. Mathis, July 31.
Marriages announced include
Anna Lou Chester to Pfc. Holland Gene Cole, July 21.

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 6, the
218th day of 2005. There are 147
days left in the year.
Q
s.. Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 6, 1945, during World
War II, the United States dropped
n atomic bomb on Hiroshima.
Japan, killing an estimated 140,000
people in the first use of a nuclear
v.eapcin in warfare.
On this date:
In 1787, the Constitutional Con-

13

E3

vention in Philadelphia began to
debate the articles contained in a
draft of the United States Constitution.
In 1806. the Holy Roman
Empire went out of existence as
Emperor Francis 1 abdicated.
In 1825. Bolivia declared its
independence from Peru.
In 1890, convicted murderer
William Kemmler became the first
person to be executed in the electric chair as he was put to death
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Demand for keys to storage
space is a matter of trust

Blood pressure meds
still required

DEAR ABBY: I have been
I work every day at a wellDEAR DR.GOTT:Is it safe ication in June of 1978 and
married to "Jack" for 25 years. paying job and contribute as
Jack is not unfaithful, nor does much as Jack does to our to douche with bleach mixed have done so up until this year
he drink or beat me. He has income. Our children are long in water? My daughter got in June. They are listed as folhigh morals and claims to be gone, and we live alone in very upset when I told her I lows: hydrochlorothiazide and
do
a Christian. He is a stepfather our home. I have given him
this. inetoprolol.
They used
My physician has disconto my four no reason not to trust me.
to print on tinued the hydrochlorothiazide
grown chil- Help! -- LOCKED OUT IN
the label of but continues to have me on
dren.
TENNESSEE
Clorox that a half-dose of the metoprolol
Jack says
DEAR LOCKED OUT:
it could be in place of the original one
that when Tell your husband that you do
used as a dose previously taken.
my son was "need" keys to the bonus room,
douche, but
My former physician back
a teenager, the shed and the P.O. box
they don't in 1978 who prescribed these
he and some because you feel locked out
anymore. medications stated that I would
of
his of his life. Although everyone
Also, what have to be on them for life.
friends stole needs a little privacy, your
Dr. Gott are
genital
I am currently having my
from
things
husband's
need
appears to be
Dear Abby
warts? blood pressure monitored every
our garage growing. What could he be
By
and a piece getting at the post office that
By Abigail
Dr. Peter Gott What caus- other day for the last few weeks,
es them, and and it has steadily remained
of jewelry he doesn't want delivered to
Van Buren
130(71. Incidentally, I am 79
from
our your mailbox? People as secre- are they contagious?
DEAR READER: My gyne- years of age, 5-foot-4 and 122
bedroom. (My son is now 28 tive as your husband usually
and married with two chil- have something to hide. It may cologist colleagues tell me that pounds.
However, Dr. Gott, I am
dren.)
take marriage counseling to douching — especially with
We have a large bonus room get to the bottom of this, but diluted bleach — is unneces- naturally concerned and would
in our home that contains do not let the subject drop sary. I am not aware that value your opinion concerning
Clorox douching is associated these medications for my blood
expensive recording equipment until this is resolved.
with any significant health pressure.
and musical instruments. Jack
issue,
but stop doing it.
From discussions with some
keeps this room locked unless
DEAR ABBY: I am 10 years
Genital warts are caused by of my friends and also a pharhe's at home. Even when he old. My best friend, "Elizagoes out and I stay home, Jack beth," can't communicate with viruses, will usually spread if macist, they are under the opinlocks the door. Jack recently her mom or her new stepdad untreated and are contagious ion that I should never have
bought a new, very large stor- because every night and day — that is, they can be spread been taken off the medication.
I would deeply appreciate
age shed that has a lock on they go out to bars and get by sexual relations.
A man with genital warts any advice on and your opinit, too -- and only one key. very drunk. Elizabeth's mom
He also keeps a post office is disabled, and she is always should be examined by a urol- ion relative to this matter, as
ogist and treated, and his sex- it would put my mind at ease.
box for which I don't have a trying to kill herself.
ual partners should be examDEAR READER: I agree.
key.
She can't say "hi," "good
ined.
Medicine
to lower blood presI have asked my husband morning" or "I love you" to
A woman with similar warts sure can be often lessened —
nicely for keys to these spaces. her mom because they don't
Jack either ignores my requests have time to talk to her. They needs aggressive therapy and or even discontinued — if a
ALL of her sexual partners person's blood pressure is conor gives me reasons why I tell her they have to work,
should be screened. I say sistently too low. Yours isn't.
"don't need" keys. This is begin- but they go to the bars instead.
"aggressive" therapy because A normal blood pressure (120
ning to create a wedge between
Can you give me some
untreated human papilloma to 130/80 to 90) is the propUS.
advice on what I can do to virus infections are
associated er goal for all adults, treated
help Elizabeth? -- CARING with cancer of the female
repro- or untreated. Continue your
FRIEND, OLYMPIA, WASH. ductive tract.
previous dosage of anti-hyperDEAR CARING FRIEND:
DEAR DR. GOTT: I start- tension drugs and regularly
at Auburn State Prison in New
How sad that when parents were ed taking blood pressure
York.
med- monitor the results.
handed out, your friend was
In
1914, Austria-Hungary
shortchanged.
declared war against Russia, anti so severely
Although you can't improve
Serbia declared war against Gerher home situation, you can
many.
let her know she is welcome
In 1926, Gertrude Ederle of New
Reducing the Luck Factor
York became the first American
to spend as much time with
woman to swim the English Chanyou as your parents will allow,
nel, in about 14 1/2 hours.
hearts i a 50 percent chance), in
and if she needs to talk, your South dealer_
which case finessing dummy's jack
In 1962, Jamaica became an
mother will listen and help if East-West vulnerable
NORTH
would make the contract. But West
independent dominion within the
she can. You may be only 10,
442
might not have the queen, in which
British Commonwealth.
but that would be a generous
K I 64
case finessing the jack would prove
•K Q 9 8 3'
fatal.
and powerful favor to extend
*A
Declarer does best by trying to
to someone who needs one.
WEST
EAST
avoid the heart finesse. lie wins the
IN*

ContractBridge

SOO

DEAR ABBY: Do you know
what the term "grass widow"
means? How did it originate,
and is it disrespectful? -INSULTED -- MAYBE, IN
SPARTANBURG, S.C.
DEAR
INSULTED -MAYBE:Although various dictionaries differ on the date of
origin, according to "American Slang," the abridged edition of the "New Dictionary
of American Slang" by Robert
L. Chapman (Harper Paperbacks), the moniker dates back
to the late I800s. It is used
to describe, "A woman who
is alone because of divorce, separation, rejection, etc. (because
her husband is still above the
grass rather than under it)."
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•A 1083
•KQ765
•Q 8 7
'10 3 2
•4
•6
•I0 9 8 7 4
+6532
SOUTH
•I 9
VA 95
•A .1 10 75 2
•K Q
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1•
1•
Pass
Pass
2V
4•
Pass
Pass
5•
Opening lead ....ten of clubs.

The finesse is a marvelous
weapon, but it is frequently shunned
by the expert, who would rather not
rely on luck if the chance of making
the contract can be improved by an
alternative measure.
Consider this deal where South
might lose two spades and a heart
and go down one in five diamonds.
True. West might hold the queen of

club lead with the queen, draws
trumps, cashes the ace of clubs and
exits with a spade.. The defenders
cash two spade tricks, but what can
they do next?
If East winds up on lead, he is
endplayed. He can return a heart into
dummy's K-1-6-4, or alternatively
lead a spade or a club. allowing
South to discard a heart as he ruffs
the return in dummy. Either was.
declarer makes the contract.
If West wins the second spade, he
is in similarly dire straits. If he
returns a low heart, declarer plays
low from dummy, and East must
hand declarer the contract whether
he plays the seven, eight or queen. If
West returns the ten instead of a low
heart, declarer covers with dummy's
jack to accomplish the same end.
The suggested method of play
loses only when East has both the
queen and ten, and thus offers a far
better chance than the straightforward finesse for the queen.
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UP ON ME,IL. NEVER
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1 Add to a sound
track
4 Gem
8 Chili ingredient
12 Spleen
13 Luxury liner
14 Took the trolley
15 Roomy vehicle
16 Ocean fishes
17 Sec'y
18 Raise
20 Mercury symbol
21 Pizarro's quest
22 Sponge up
28 Helen of Troy's
lover
29 Electrical unit
30 Myrna of old movies
31 Like good
cheddar
32 Grassy field
33 Pierre's head
34 Apprehend
a suspect
35 Vet patient
36 Uses solder

37 Adorned
39 Nose )ob
40 Concerning
41 Gourd-shaped
rattles
45 'Nautilus'
skipper
48 Podium feature
49 Social insect
50 Where to hear
Fars
51 Greek war god
52 Bread grain
53 Flock
54 Memoir topic
55 Statute
DOWN
1 Use a
springboard
2 Russian range
3 Singer
-- King
4 Levant and
Hammerstein
5 Snapshot
6 Helper
7 Music
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(503) News
1110111-ABC 2 2
Mined (in Servo)
lbws X
The View X
11113111141C 2 2
Tony Cain
Good Wag MarlosZ
New
3
3
3
irSIL-AM
Paid
Corsi Rid,How Meier JHoir of Power X This Week
Elks Show
Camp- Oleo* Good tensing
Dime
Tony
WILABC 3 3 3
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News
ISIMMIC 4 4
Ton 4 MeiX Home Paid
Pis
Press
Meet
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News IT & R
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4
4
Med
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Price
11111V41K
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Feed
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News
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We
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Love
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Pik
Paid
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Jeerers Rogers
Peld
7 Feld
Berney
111111141C 7 7
Boole
X
Street
Sesame
Mate Couch Telma*
Rogers Cadou Lions
IWT-F115 1 1
Northrup's Mothw-Deughter Widen
GarDivorce Justice
Caw ald Pup Lions Amur Couch Teletub Wild
Cowl
varlet I V
People's
X
Mathis
Judge
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Chamber, United Way teaming up to Town & Gown
host Della Miller golf tournament
Did you know... The
Chamber of Commerce and
United
Way are
joining
efforts to
host the
Della
Miller
Community Classic
Golf
Chamber TournaChat
ment? The
By Lisa
event,
Satterwhite
sponsored
Assistant
by WebasDirector
to, is
Murray/Calloway
County Chamber scheduled
for Sept.
of Commerce
10. Watch
for upcoming sponsorship
opportunities and more information on participating in
this community event.

JOHN WRIGHTtedger .4 Times photo

Oaks Country Club recently installed Charrtplon Bermuda to its 18 greens. Oaks
has followed clubs like TPC Southwind Country Club with Bermuda allowing year
round play and lower maintenance costs meaning lower dues to members. Food
service has also been upgraded with orders taken around the pool. Stop by Oaks
or call 753-6454 to find out more about golf membership and their friendly family atmosphere.
753-5171.
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III Make A Difference
Day, Stewart Stdium, Toda\
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
• Drag Boat Races, Pisgah Bay, Aug. 6 7, 10
- 5 p.m.
III Murray's City Wide
Sidewalk Sale, through Aug
7.
• Hummingbird Fest,
Nature Station, LBL, through
Aug. 7, call 270-924-2020
for more info.
III 4th Annual Back to
School Bash Youth Baseball
Tournament, MCC Parks and
Mike Miller Park, through
Aug. 7.
MI Taste of the South:
Cranking It Up Down on the
Farm, Homeplace, LBL, Aug.
7, 1 p.m.. .. II Creature Feature: Alligator Snapping Turtle, Nature
Station, LBL, Aug. 9, 2 p.m.
II Hands on History:
Summer Mystery, Homeplace,
LBL, Aug. 10, 1 p.m.
• Hootin' Hunters, Nature
Station, LBL, Aug. 11, 2
p.m.
III A Day in the Life:
Children's Festival, Homeplace, LBL, Aug. 13, 10
a.m. - 4 p.m.
IN Fears and Phobias,
Nature Station. LBL, Aug.
13, 1:30 p.m.
• Sunset Canoe Trip,
Nature Station, LBL, Aug.
13.. 5:30 - 8 p.m.
• 34th Annual Between
the Rivers Homecoming,
Fenton Special Events Center, LBL, Aug. 14.
MI Summer Praise II, featuring the choirs of Paducah's Southland Baptist Temple & Murray's Westside
Baptist Church singing the
music of The Brooklyn
Tabernacle, Westside Church,
Aug. 14, 6 p.m.
• Growin' the Old as
New, Homeplace, LBL, Aug.
1 6, 2 p.m.
• Young Samurai Class,
Center for Health & Wellness, Aug. 16 - Dec. 2,
Tues. and Thurs., 3:30 4:30 p.m., 270-762-1FIT.
• Great Beginnings,
MSU, Aug. 20 - 23.
IN Murray Trade Day.
MCC Park, Aug. 22, 7 a.m.
- noon.
IN The Hobbit, Playhouse
in the Park. Aug. 25 - Sept.
4.
• Labor Day Holiday,
Sept. 5, Commerce Centre
closed.
• Ice Cream Festival,
Chestnut Park, Sept. 9.
• 4-Week Self Defense
Class, Center for Health &
Wellness, Sept. 13 - Oct. 4.
Tues. 7:15 p.m., 270-762I FTT.
III Murray's City-wide
Yard Sale, Sept. 17. 7 a.m.
3 p.m.
IIII Saturday Market,
Court Square. every Saturday
through October, 7:30 a.m. noon.

Vintage Rose Emporium has joined the increasing number of businesses becoming involved in
the Murray State University Town and Gown program. Vintage Rose owner Sarah Jones, right, is
shown presenting Town and Gown Coordinator
Kim Griffo with a $1,000 donation to the program. Through this program, business members
are able to interact with the university in various
ways that included participating in forums, serving on an advisory committee or focus group on
Town and Gown issues, and providing guidance
and suggestions to President Dr. F. King Alexander and the university's administrative council. In
addition, Town and Gown members will be able
to take advantage of other benefits that include
listings in publications for students and faculty.
For more information. contact Griffo at 762-4415
or at kim.griffo@murraystate.edu.

USA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Upcoming Ribbon
Cuttings/Open Houses
• 5th & Main Coffees,
inside the newly remodeled
New Life Christian Bookstore*, Aug. 11, 1:30 p.m.
Free tasting until 5 p.m.
(Come celebrate the store's
anniversary and inclusion on
the National Historic Register.)

mess

Welcome New
Chamber Members
• Twiti Lakes Drug and

If

Alcohol Screening, LLC,
Joey Boyd, drug screening
and testing, 1406 North 12th
St., Suite D. Murray, 7670253.
r

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Louisville Metro Mayor Jerry Abramson gave a dynamic speech about "change" at the latest Business@Breakfast in the Curris Center ballroom Thursday. Over 100
people attended the event. The mayor also visited
with local media and took a tour of campus.

Highlights from the
Commerce Centre
include
VA() Classes are
remaining for the 2005 Business Seminar Series. Busi-

ness Law will be held at the
Commerce Centre Aug. 11
and Insurance Issues will be
held Aug. 18. For more
information on either of
these classes or to register,
call the Commerce Centre at

-Nobody col protect your

HOMEany better than we can!
Look to us for quality Homeowners Insurance, including
Renters and Condominium Package Plans. We feature very
attractive rates, discounts, and valuable additional items such
as Inflation Protection. Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

Your nest insurance
is a good agent.
MIT AVM'

.guarce.'onperee.

.Faends or. cer deptxxi or"

Fi
Dan McNutt, AAI

Greg McNutt

Mike Young

For more information on
becoming a member of the
Mortar-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or
hosting a Chamber event
contact Tab Brockman or
Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

I

r

insurance Center of Murray
901 Sycamore St Murray
David Kin

270-753-8355

Convenience
Being sick is never convenient.
When you — or especially your
little ones — are sick, the last
thing you need is a hassle getting
into a doctor's office.
Primary Care Medical Center
provides medical care when it is
convenient for you — including
evenings and weekends.
If your daughter develops a
fever after dinner, or your son is
injured at his Saturday morning
baseball game, Primary Care
Medical Center is ready to lend a
hand. You do not have to make an
appointment or an expensive trip
to the emergency room!
Medical care has never been
more caring and convenient,
thanks to Primary Care Medical
Center.

Kopperud Realty's

C5tpan Natuism

Open Nights
&Weekends

Sunday, August 7 • 2 — 4 p.m.

514 Beale • $58,900
HEY Look this one over! Two bedroom home with central
heat and air. Hardwood under carpet. MLS *26612

faro VI-r
ARAI!

759-9200

yr Clinic

Hours:
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat.
I p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

riA

re

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 300 South Eighth Street
Murray, KY 42071 •(270)759-9200 or(800)932-2122

912 North 18th St.•$60,000
an

Urllt

piece to cal home? Check out thug two hettrooin borne at owncount 1,x avor
orne roams *225 fool deep ka storage budding. and lots of charm! MIS 124215
c*,q!,

711 \lain

t.

3-11
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Line Worker Program Completion

Photo provtded

right, operational
Murray Electric System's General Manager Tony Thompson,
Ronnie Burforeman
line
and
left,
from
second
Wilson,
Mike
superintendent
Tennessee
the
ng
keen, left, congratulate Andrew "Buzz" Paul for completi
program.
Worker
Line
Valley Public Power Associate Apprentice

P.O. Boxes offer security, value
Would you rather have 90210
or some other zip code in your
mailing address? Do you move
or travel a great deal? Want
to expand your presence in
another community where you
do bysiness? Keep late .or irregular hoar's and. Cain "always
get to your mailbox? Perhaps
you should consider- renting a
Post Office" Box, says Alm()
Postmaster Mika Ramage.
For security, flexibility. convenience and peace of mind.
nothing heats renting a P.O.
Box. With a P.O. Box. your
protected
mail is secure

under lock and key and by Boxes in cities where you do
Federal Statute. It affords flex- business and pick up your mail
ibility in retrieving your mail, as you travel. You don't have
early. late, any time the lobby to live in a community to rent
is open. Renting one near your a P.O. Box there.
P.O. Boxes come in five
work location can give you a
jump up the day's correspon- sizes and prices vary depending on the box size and post
dence.
office classification. Postmasor
often
move
who
Those
travel a lot may need to estab- ter Ramage advises checking the
lish one place to receive mail post office to see what sizes
and the Post Office Box may are currently available. "It is
be the answer. Mail is there a secure way of getting your
mail, she says. "And, only you
upon your return.
Want to expand your com- have the key and your mail is
pany without opening new private and for your eyes only."
offices? You can apply for P.O

Pondering printers
Many thanks go out to
everyone that has emailed,
phoned or written the Murray Ledger & Pints in support of our column. Your
cards, letters, emails, phones
calls, and
suggestions are
appreciated.
Last
week we
discussed
types of
computer
systems
and there
The PC
is a small
correction
Doctor
to be
By Lee A.
Hatcher
made to
the recommendations. Under the intermediate,
experienced, and power users
it lists Windows XP Professional, Windows XP Prof-essional Media Center, and
Windows XP Professional 64,
it should have been Windows
XP Professional, or Windows
XP Professional Media Center, or Windows XP Professional 64. I apologize for the
error. Our column this week
is on printers and next week
we will be discussing networking.
Printers come in many
forms, shapes. sizes, and
capabilities. We have daisywheel, dot matrix, thermal,
inkjet, laserjet, color laseijet,
LCD & LED, and solid ink.
They can print forms, labels,
envelopes, letters, legal size

The Kentucky State Fair ?resents:

ts
Free Concer
Taste!

for Every fAusical
Cheap Trick
Thursday,
August 18

WI

Twista with
special guest Nappy Roots
Friday, August 19

a

Seether and Crossfade
with special guest
Dark New Day
Saturday, August 20

An Evening with
The Oak Ridge Boys
Sunday, August 21
An Evening With
Steven Curtis Chapman with
special guest The Crabb Family
Monday, August 22

Gary Allan and
Dierks Bentley
Tuesday, August 23

In Concert George Jones with
The Kentucky Sisters
Thursday, August 25
Bill Medley - Tribute to
The Righteous Brothers
Friday, August 26

Bobby Vee & The Vees,
Fabian and Brian Hyland
Wednesday, August 24

An Evening With
Trace Adkins
Saturday, August 27

All these concerts are FREE with paid admission to the
Kentucky State Fair! August 18 28

www.kystatefair.org
at 8 p.m.
All free concerts are held in Cardinal Stadium and begin
Sponsored by Fifth Third Bank.

a lot to operate. Hewlett
documents, photos, posters.
2660N requires
Packard's
you
If
on.
goes
and the list
are considering a new printer four toner cartridges and
they total $324. Per HP
take the time to sit down
Average cartridge yield:
following
the
and answer
approximately 2500 pages
questions.
based on 5% coverage. That
• What do I currently
would give you a CPP of
printer?
my
with
phnt
about 5.13. Resolution is
• What would I like to
only 600 X 600 dpi and 8
print with my printer?
ppm. An Inkjet would be a
print
to
want
I
Do
•
better buy.
photographs?
Here are some commonly
• Do I want to print
used printer terms:
directly from my printer
•Cost Per Page - CPM
without using my computer?
the cost of all ink car=
memory
• Do I want
tridges or toner (divided
card slots in my printer?
by) the number of pages
• Do I want to print
the ink or toner 'runs
before
paper?
size
legal or larger
out.
• How many pages do I
II Print speed - is measwant to print a month on
in characters per second
ured
average'?
(cps) or pages per minute
II Do I want a network
printer? Hardwired or wire(PPrn).
• Duty Cycle - the
less?
number of pages per month
• Do I want a multithat your printer is expected
function printer? (printer,
to print
fax)
or
and
scanner,
copier,
• Dot-matrix - Creates
According to a recent articharacters by striking pins
cle found on the interne
"Inkjet Versus Laser Printers" against an ink ribbon. Each
pin makes a dot, and comBy Drew Robb July 19,
binations of dots form char2005, "When you do the
math on printing you linkjets acters and illustrations.
• Ink-Jet - Sprays ink
in particular) you might find
a sheet of paper. Ink-jet
at
out that your printing costs
printers produce high-quality
more than you realize. What
text and graphics.
the manufacturers of these
• Laser . - Uses the same
printers don't ,fully explain to
consumers is the true Coitt-Of —technology as copy machines.
Laser printers produce very
ownership of a low-cost
high quality text and graphJeremy
color printer," says
ics.
Shulman, vice president of
In Thermal printer - An
Reink Technology in Tempe,
ve printer that
inexpensi
remanufac
of
maker
Ariz.,'a
tured ink cartridges under the works by pushing heated
pins against heat-sensitive
Vibrantink brand name. "The
paper. Thermal printers are
that
is
'thumb
of
rule
general
widely used in calculators
the cheaper the printer, the
fax machines.
and
disposmore expensive the
•Solid Ink Printer - a
able costs for refills and so
type of color printer that
on.'
works by melting wax-based
are
printers
"While the
almost given away, the refills inks and then spraying them
on paper.
bring in a fortune for the
• Quality of type - The
t
-equipmen
original
big-printer,
output produced by printers
manufacturers (OEM).
is said to be either letter
According to Lyra Research
quality (as good as a typeof Newton, Mass., the carwriter), near letter quality, or
tridge replacement market is
quality. Only daisydraft
annubillion
$21
now worth
wheel, ink-jet, and laser
ally. HP, for example, makes
printers produce letter-quality
over, $10 billion a year from
Some dot-matrix printtype.
Lexand
sales,
ink cartridge
ers claim letter-quality print,
mark earns over $2 billion
but if you look closely, you
from ink supplies, more than
see the difference.
can
revenue.'
total
half its
• Graphics quality - are
"Shulman gives the
measured in resolution such
example of a Canon 1320
600dpi X 600dpi. (dpi =
as
The
Printer.
Jet
Bubble
Color
cost for the hardware can be dots per inch) The higher
the dots per inch the better
as little as $55, depending
the resolution.
on discounts and where you
• Fonts - Some printers,
buy it. The average cost of
dot-matrix printers,
notably
$19
is
the ink from Canon
are limited to one or a few
but the yield from that, he
says, is a measly 170 pages. fonts. In contrast, laser and
ink-jet printers are capable
Even if you print very little.
of printing an almost
the cost quickly adds up."
unlimited variety of fonts.
(That makes the CPP to be
el printers can also
Daisy-whe
about $.11.1
"'Seven pages a day times print different fonts, but
you need to change the
300 days equals 2100 pages
wheel, making it diffidaisy
$235.60
of
— an ink bill
cult to mix fonts in the
per year. If you own the
same document.
printer for three years, the
When printing just for
to
comes
cost of cartridges
over $700 or about 13 times everyday use, to conserve
the original cost of the print- the amount of ink or toner
that you use, set your print
er. For the Epson Stylus
quality to fast draft or draft.
C62, Shulman concludes that
Photo quality print uses more
the ink bill would be over
ink or toner than the normal
worth
year's
three
$1,000 for
mode. A rule of thumb is
of printing.
higher the quality of
the
Of course, seven pages a
or photo the more ink
print
estive
conservati
day is a
or toner the printer uses and
mate — some small businesses print a lot more. Let's the slower it prints.
We hope this helps you
say your company prints 50
with your purchase of a new
pages a day. 300 days a
printer. Next week's column
year. Using the above examwill be on networking. If
printing
to
equates
ple, that
you have questions or sug15.000 pages annually. At
gestions about the column
that same rate, your annual
please email us at the_pcdoctotal
would
bill
ink cartridge
tor@charternet. We will try
$1,596.—
to put some of your emails
The full article can be
in next week's column.
web
following
the
found at
And remember: A data
page: http://www.smallbusinesscomputing.com/testdrivelar backup a day helps keep the
PC Doctor away.
ticle.php/3521141.
Color lasers can also cost
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Local anglers adjust to summer heat
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I guess one could say that we are
into the heat of the summer, and the
best times to be outside — if you
have a choice — are in the early
mornings and the late evenings.
The first half of the day does pertain to fishermen who love to chase
and catch the white-striped bass and
the big rockfish stripers.
Many prefer to use the early-morning hours because
the majority of the
time that's when
there is a current
and the stripers will
bite better. Later on
in the summer and
early fall, we will
be able to catch
these stripers late
in the evenings.
Fishing
Probably 90 percent of the gameLine
fish activity is in
By Jerry
correlation with the
Maupin
moving currents.
Outdoors
Since the heat of the
Columnist
day is when the
electricity is used,
we fish early.
Sometimes we put all of our marbles in one basket and come up struggling to catch fish because there isn't
any current moving the baitfish. Such
was the case when we fished with
Irvin Book, Mike Douglas, John Emerson, Cuif Steer, Glen Beach and
Dough Kiesler.
The lake discharge was very slight
and the baitfish were not being active
enough to attract the stripers. We
caught some good fish, but it was
not up to our standards of what should
have been caught.
These guys have fished with me
for several years. We have done very
well catching fish most of the time.
They are a great group to fish with.
We felt bad because there wasn't
enough of a. current to move the fish.
I fished out of the Kentucky Beach
Resort with Dusty Pirtle. This man
has the best build of forearms, biceps
and shoulders for a young man that
I've ever seen. I think he could cast
a lure across Kentucky Lake if he chose
to do so!
Dusty works as an overhead drill
operator in a coal mine. His build
suggests that he is a great worker!
Kentucky Lake was a new experience for Dusty, so we wanted to

aleb Turner displays two
stripers he caught during a
recent outing with Jerry Maupin,
Mary Pierson caught this striper while on a recent fishing trip
with Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
catch some numbers of fish to take
home. We found the stripers to be
pretty active for about three hours.
We put 30 good ones into the cooler for him to take home.
Dusty was after some of the largemouth, smallmouth and Kentucky bass,
so we spent about half our time
together after those kinds of fish. He
caught some of all three species, but
missed several light strikes.
After these bass played out, we
went in another direction to catch
some stripers. That really made his
day!
This guy was really nice. He was
happy with each fish. When he fought
and landed a 20-pound drum, I thought
he might float out of the boat! It
was a load of fun to see Dusty having such a great time catching fish.
Finally, the currents stopped the
bite ended. We traveled back to Kentucky Beach, where I met his mother. Tammy, and his father, Lonnie. I
could see right away that being nice
people runs in the family. I couldn't
get them to clean our fish, however.
But it was a great trip, nonetheless!
I next fished with Sherry and
Christopher Hold at Kenlake Matina
Christopher is 6-years-old. He wanted to catch some of those hard-fighting stripers he has been told about.
Sherry, who works for the Ledger
& Times, she was anxious to get
Christopher involved in fishing. We

t

es in length.
We had a good catch of about 22
stripers and a 9-pound rockfish stnper:
did just that! The biggest surprise
It was a good trip!. Its always a
was that mom (Sherry) also came
good trip when, Mr. Ev's along!
along!
Willie Jackson has been out a couI had been told that Sherry could ing as the current was barely movnot handle riding or standing up in ing. We didn't see any shad move- ple of times with his grandson. Ryan.
a boat. That all changed, however, ment for quite some time. Finally, They have caught a bucket full of
after she spent some time fishing in the current began to move, and so bluegill each time. Fm not sure %%hat
they did on the stripers. hut they had
my Triton boat. She now has a while did the fish!
a good time!
new outlook on fishing, as well!
As soon as the shad began movBe aware of the heat! Take along
The stripers were ready and wait- ing near the surface, the stripers were
plenty of water or sports drinks to
ing for us. I began to cast for both up and after them on top. We caught
stay refreshed. It's very inuortant!
of them, and then they would pace.- several good stripers as Ions as there
Most bass angler): are laving_the
and catch the stripers. It was anoth- was a current. But it stopped too
best seasons they had in a long time.
er case of a young angler and his soon.
The bass population is making a
mother finding common ground, sharI took Ev to some decent banks comeback. If anglers will continue
ing the experience of catching hard- where he could throw some soft plasto handle these fish with care and
fighting, great-eating fish!
tics for bass. The currents are So continue to release them shortly aftel
We did a lot of high-fives out very important to this time of hot- the catch, the good time will continthere as the stripers struck our lures water fishing.
ue.
as good as you would want them to.
We were looking at 85-degree
The population still needs to
After about three hours, we knew it waters, which were considerably clear. increase. However, I think most peowaste time to come in and clean the These aren't prime water conditions ple really care about keeping them
catch.
for the fish to stay around and hang alive.
It was a very productive trip. I out in. The heat is just simply too
Another mayfly hatch brought the
think Chris will soon be ready to try much for them.
bluegill to the surface again. There
those big stripers again! He did a
The fish can come dine in the were a lot of happy kids who were
magnificent job! Mom didn't do too area if the current sufficient for bring- able to catch some of them.
bad, either. She caught her share of ing the baitfish to the table. If it's
The sauger are still coming on
fish, and she didn't get motion sick- not, then you have to look much strong. They will certainly be a good
ness at all!
deeper on the other structure. After challenge for any angler. The ater
The "Duke of the Lake, By Craig, •sunset is a whole new ballgame, how- is hot, so *Joy cool and. keep-plenty
met me at the Kenlake ramp before ever.
of ice on board if ou ha%e drinks
daylight. We set sail for the striper
The waters will cool enough for or food.
grounds. Ev may have wanted to bass all of the species to come up and
You will need to ice y our fish as
fish early, but I took him striper fish- seek out their prey — be it min- soon as they are caught in order to
ing first.
nows, crawfish, frogs, bluegiull. prevent them from spoiling.
The stripers were slow to in feed- mayflies or young catfish 2 to 4 inchHappy Fishing!
Kaitlin Turner shows off two of
several sauger and stripers she
caught after fishing with guide
Jerry Maupin.

New Kentucky Hunting Guide has arrived
IS.

The nearly all-inclusive Kentucky Hunting and Trapping
Guide hit the shelves last week.
Every hunter and/or trapper
would do well to stop by Benson's Fine
Sporting
G oods,
H ugh
Massey's
Fill'um-Up
and Home
For Retired
Conservation
and
Peace Offior
In The cers,
where ever
Field
hunting
licenses or
By Kenny
fine sporting
Darnell
are
goods
Outdoors
sold.
Columnist
As in past
years. the
hunting guide comes in the
Red-Letter Edition, where the
words of the prophets at the
KDFWR are highlighted in red
print to alert the reader to
changes in the annual testament to the rules and regulations peculiar to hunters and
trappers in the Commonwealth.
r
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Fortunately, there are not as
many changes to highlight this
year. The major change is an
increase in elk permits to 100,
but alas, the deadline to apply
for an elk permit is now behind
us. For the last year or two,
anyone hunting outside of the
elk restoration zone could harvest a stray elk during the regular deer hunting season.
This year, hunters who pursue elk outside of the zone
must possess a $10 elk draw
permit to legally take an animal. The draw permits are still
available on the internet and
through license vendors for this
purpose. Anyone planning to
hunt in an area of east Kentucky that is outside of the elk
restoration zone would be
advised to invest $10 in an
elk permit.
Any persons hunting where
the quota elk hunts are taking
place (bowhunters, small game
hunters, deer hunters, etc.) must
comply with the hunter orange
regulations. This includes anyone hunting on the WMAs that
are open to quota elk firearm
hunts this year.

Prepare to be harassed by
your out-of-state relatives at
Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner this year. The fee for nonresident turkey permits and deer
permits have been raised to
$50. This is in addition to the
non-resident fee for a regular
state-wide hunting license. Considering the gouging that neigh'boring states are giving Kentucky hunters, our non-resident
fees are still quite the bargain.
Turkey hunters under the
age of 16 may now purchase
a new youth turkey permit for
$15.50. The permit allows the
harvest of one bird and can
be used during the fall or spring
turkey season. Of course, regular bag limits and harvest
restrictions still apply.
The only deer zone change
for the 2005-06 season is Elliott
County in east Kentucky, which
is now classified as Zone 3.
All far western counties remain
under Zone 1 regulations —
with the exception of Caldwell, which is Zone 2.
The KDFWR had previously banned the use of electronic decoys for turkey. deer and

elk, but had inadvertently mechanical turkey decoys on the
banned mechanical decoys used market — both electronic and
by waterfowl hunters such as manually operated. I fail to
Robo-ducks and motion decoys. see a significant difference in
In a housekeeping move, the a turkey decoy that walks along
Department tweaked the regu- a track and/or bobs its head
lation this year to allow water- at the pull, or a string or at
fowlers the use of their elec- the push of a button.
tronic decoys. Electronic calls
As for mechanical or elecare still prohibited, however.
tronic elk decoys, anyone willThis is one of those restric- ing to pack a life-sized mechantions that I have a hard time ical elk decoy of any type into
understanding the rationale the ruggedness of elk country
behind. Few hunters will lug will probably have little or no
an electronic deer decoy to the effect on the elk population
woods — a decoy that has anyway.
remote-controlled Motors that
For whatever the reason, the
move the head and tail to sim- wildlife departments of most
ulate a real deer. Such decoys states have a chigger in their
are rather pricey.
drawers over the use of elecGiven the single buck limit tronically actuated decoys for
and the desire of the Depart- turkey and deer. This is in
ment to increase the antlerless stark contrast to the same agenharvest, I'm not sure what harm cies who permit the use of an
an electronic deer decoy would ever-more elaborate catalog of
effect upon the herd — espe- robotic waterfowl decoys.
cially since the same type decoy
Just so I have this straight,
can be used legally as long at everyone is concerned about
the motion features are oper- the dwindling number of waterated manually by the/ hunter fowl, so all manner of sophistugging on a string.
ticated harvest aids are allowed.
Ditto for turkeys. There is But while most states grapple
probably a wider variety of with the problem of exploding
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deer and turkey populations.
only passive decoys or decoys
that are activated by jerking
on a length of twine strung
out over the landscape are considered appropriate. Go figure.
Here's a timely tip for those
planning to hunt in .the Commonwealth — hang onto your
copy of the Hunting and Trapping Guide because it not only
covers the fall seasons (with
the exception of dove and waterfowl, which will be published
later), it also covers the spring
turkey and the ever popular
spring squirrel season.
So if you leave your copy
of the guide in the hunting-camp
outhouse, make sure no one uses
the spring pages.
The local chapter of the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation's annual fund-raising banquet will he next Saturday
night. Aug. 13. at the Executive Inn in Paducah. There will
be food. games. drawings, raffles and an auction for all sorts
of hunting items. It's a great
time, and it supports a great
cause. Contact Vernon Anderson at 759-1556 for tickets and
details.
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Home education
workshop
planned at LBL

Cadet Computing

GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- It
you are a homeschool educator looking for educational field
trips and activities that are fun
and meaningful,join us to learn
how to use your public lands
as outdoor classrooms.
On Aug. 27, Partners for
Education on Public Lands,
representing federal land agencies along the Cumberland and
Tennessee Rivers, will host a
Home Educators Workshop at
Land Between The Lakes(LB1.)
Brandon Spring Group Center.
The workshop will focus on
how you as a home educator
can use public lands to plan
memorable learning experiences
for children.
This one-day workshop will
include presentations about the
five public lands in our area
and focus on some of the educational opportunities and
Photo provided
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Cardinals hammer Braves
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Albert Pujols
became the first player in major
league history to hit 30 home runs in
each of his first five seasons, helping
Mark Mulder and the St. Louis
Cardinals end John
eightSmoltz'
winning
game
streak with an 11-3
victory over the
Atlanta Braves on
Friday night.
Smoltz (12-6) lost for the first
time since June 6, allowing five runs
and six hits in six innings with six
strikeouts and two intentional walks.
He had a 2.05 ERA during the streak,
which had been tied with Cardinals
I6-game winner Chris Carpenter for
the longest in the NL. He went at

least seven innings in nine of 10
starts.
Pujols hit a two-run shot in the
first for his 190th homer since breaking in with the Cardinals in 2001.
His total of 160 homers over the first
four seasons is second behind Ralph
Kiner's 168 from 1946-49.
His five-year total is tied for second with Eddie Mathews, 25 behind
Kiner.
Pujols was intentionally walked
and scored on Abraham Nunez' tworun single in the sixth, giving him a
major league-leading 93 runs.
Jim Edmonds and So Taguchi
homered for the Cardinals, who won
the opener of a three-game series
between NL division leaders in front
of a sellout crowd of 47,838.

Taguchi added a two-run single and
Einar Diaz and Scott Seabol also
drove in a run in a five-run eighth for
St. Louis, which has won five of
seven and handed the Braves only
their fourth loss in 13 games.
Pitching on his birthday for the
first time in his career, Mulder(13-5)
scattered seven hits in seven innings
with three strikeouts and two walks
to win his fifth straight decision over
eight starts. The 28-year-old has a
2.05 ERA during the streak.
The Braves had two hits in the
first inning and three in the fourth,
but settled for only one run —
Wilson Beternit's RBI single in the
fourth. Mulder is 75-9 in 95 career
starts when his team scores at least
four runs.

AP
Atlanta's Julio Franco applies the tag to St. Louis Cardinals' Abraham Nunez
as he tried to stretch his two-RBI single into a double in the sixth inning
Friday at Busch Stadium.

NCAA bans Indian
mascots, nicknames
from tourney play
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
The NCAA banned the use of
American Indian mascots by
sports teams during its postseason tournaments, but will not
prohibit them otherwise.
The NCAA's executive committee decided this week the
organization did not have the
authority to bar Indian mascots
by individual schools, committee chairman Walter Harrison
said Friday.
mascots
Nicknames or
deemed "hostile or abusive"
would not be allowed on team
uniforms or other clothing
beginning with any NCAA tournament after Feb. 1, said
Harrison, the University of
Hartford's president.
institution
"What each
decides to do is really its own
business" outside NCAA championship events, Harrison said.
"What we are trying to say is
that we find these mascots to be
unacceptable for NCAA cham.
'Opp

ni

C01110,01104411C

At least 18 schools have mascots the NCAA deem "hostile or
abusive," including Florida
State:s Seminole and Illinois'
Illini. The full list of schools
was not immediately released.
Not all schools with Indianrelated nicknames are on that
list. NCAA officials said some
schools using the Warrior nickname do not use Indian symbols
and would not be affected.
North Carolina-Pembroke,
which uses the nickname
Braves, will not face sanctions.
NCAA president Myles Brand
explained said the school's student body has historically
admitted a high percentage of
American Indians and more than

20 percent of the students are
American Indians.
Schools on the list could still
appeal.
"I suspect that some of those
would like to having a ruling on
that," Brand said. "But unless
there is a change before Feb. 1,
they will have to abide by it."
Major college teams also
would not be subjected to the
new rules because there is no
NCAA Divsion I-A tournament
or playoff.
Vernon Bellecourt, president
of the National Coalition on
Racism in Sports and Media,
was pleased with the postseason
ban but had hoped for even
stronger action.
"We would have hoped the
NCAA would have provided the
moral leadership on this issue,
but obviously they've chosen to
halfway," said
go
only
Bellecoun, a member of the
Anishinabe-Ojibwe Nation in
Minnesota.
the NCAA"i1ihil years 'ago
recommended that schools
themselves
for
determine
whether the Indian depictions
were offensive.
Florida State, for example.
has received permission from
the Seminole tribe in Florida to
use the nickname. That, however, will not suffice.
"Other Seminole tribes are
not supportive," said Charlotte
Westerhaus, the NCAA vice
president for diversity and inclusion.
Among the schools to change
nicknames in recent years over
such concerns were St. John's
(from Redmen to Red StoRn)
and Marquette (from Warriors to
Golden Eagles).
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All In The Fantify

Young did
not foresee
gridiron
success
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
Steve Young's entrance into
the Pro Football Hall of Fame on
Sunday would have seemed a
pipe dream back when he was
starting out at BYU.
Young, who kids about coming out of Greenwich, Conn..
"hotbed, springboard of professional football players." was the
eighth-string quarterback at
Quarterbacks U when he got to
Provo, Utah.
"I was on the scout team and
there were so
many guys
in front of
me. There
was no way I
ever
was
to
going

A Busy
NightAt
OCHS
The campus at Calloway
County High School was
buzzing with activity on
Friday night. The Laker
football team kicked off
its exhibition season
scrimmage
a
with
against Fulton County at
Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Meanwhile, both soccer
programs competed in
their annual alumni
games. (Top) Freshman
tailback Logan Swor
tries to break the tackle
of a Pilot defender.
(Right) A Lady Laker
player kicks the ball past
two alumni team players
during the girls' contest.
-Photos By Scott Nanney

Radio host on Giants'flagship
station makes racial remarks
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A talk-show host for the San
Francisco Giants' longtime flagship radio station apologized for
racial remarks he made about
the team's Latino players — and
a high-ranking station executive
said he would not be fired.
On the air late Wednesday
after the Giants lost 3-2 to the
Larry
Rockies,
Colorado
Krueger of KNBR went off
about the struggling club and its
MICHAEL DANN Ledger 8 Times photc
"brain-dead Caribbean hitters
New Murray High head football coach Lee Edwards poses hacking at slop nightly."
for a picture with his two children, Jackson and Lillian,
Later, he said, "You have a
Friday during the Tigers' media day at the school. The manager in Felipe (Alou) whose
Tigers season kicks off Aug. 20 against Dyersburg, mind has turned to Cream of
Tenn., in the Pella Progress Bowl at Calloway County Wheat."
Krueger apologized, but that
High School.

meant little to the Giants.
"I haven't heard anything
like that since John Rocker,"
Venezuelan shortstop Omar
Vizquel said Friday, referring to
the former Atlanta Braves pitcher's remarks in a 1999 interview
with Sports Illustrated in which
he bashed gays, minorities and
foreigners. "I think an apology
is not going to be enough for
that type of comment. I've said
things I've regretted, too, and I
wish I could take them back. I
would give a guy a second
chance if I knew him better, but
I don't know him."
Alou,
70-year-old
The
shocked and saddened to hear
about the comments in a city as

diverse as San Francisco, called
a meeting with all of the Latin
players before the Giants
opened a three-game series
against the Houston Astros.
Alou vowed to make everyone aware in his native
Dominican Republic — taking it
as high as the country's president. Leonel Fernandez. who
attended a statue tribute for Hall
of Famer Juan Marichal here in
May.
"It really made me sad to
know that 40. almost 50 years
later I could hear comments like
that," said Alou, who faced
racism as a black Dominican
minor leaguer in the South nearly five decades ago.

a
"Probably,
felt I should
Young
have gone to
North Carolina to run the option
or something.
"But I had the dream of playing quarterback, and being
Roger Staubach, and 1 knew I
needed to throw the football."
He also knew that's what
they always do at BYU — throw
the ball.
He simply needed to convince the coaches that he was
the rightful heir to Jim
McMahon, who'd had been setting all kinds of NCAA records
for the Cougars.
-1 went home one day after
five days of summer camp, so
frustrated, and called my dad
and told him that was it, I'm
coming home. I quit," Young
recalled. "He said, 'You can
quit, but you can't come home
No quitters.'
"Turned out to be a formative
day for me. As you leave high
school, you leave home, you're
not used to all of those pressures. It was a low that my dad
helped me through. I don't know
that I ever called him again and '
said I was going to quit. no matter how hard it was."
IT'S AN HONOR.: Jets special teams coach Mike Westhoff
will be in Canton. Ohio. when
Dan Marino is inducted into the
Hall of Fame.
Westhoff was with the
Dolphins during Marino's
record-setting career.
Though he is only going for
the day. he was thrilled to be
invited.
"I talked to him several times
this week and 1 talked to Coach
(Don) Shula and I can't wait,''
Westhoff said. "After all the
years I've been doing this, it's
great to witness especially for
him."
BIG SELLER: No surptise
here: Dan Marino's No. 13 replica jersey is the best seller among
retired quarterbacks. With
Marino heading into the Hall of
Fame on Sunday, that makes lots
of sense.
Reebok also reports that
Steve Young's No. 8 is ranked
13th among retired jersey sal.
Young also will be inducted in
Canton, Ohio.
At a retail price of $125, it
isn't cheap to emulate your
favorite quarterback, but count
on plenty of Dolphins blue and
49ers red at the Hall ceremonies.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

A team sponsored by Briggs 8. Stratton captured top honors at the annual United Way Softball Tournament, held
Scott
July 30 at the Murray City Park. Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Andrew McClure.
Mason
Lusk,
Scott
Andy
Kabalen.
Lusk,
Spinner,
John
Binsin. Micah Bazzell. Shawn McClure. (middle row)
Bryan McGill,(back row) Zak Smith and Kevin Opp. The tournament was organized by Brownie Jones.

USA Today Top 25
S r the USA Today
'CA'•,
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Eagles'Pinkston to sit out
season with ruptured Achilles
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia Eagles' thin
recei%Mg corps received a major
when starter Todd
bloa
Pinkston was lost for the season
f4itlay with- a- ruptured -right-Achilles tendon.
Pinkston a as injured when
he was tripped up on a route
dov%n the sideline. He remained
down for several minutes before
limping to the medical tent.
The Eagles were practicing
v.ithout All-Pro receiver Terrell
Oaens. He's day-to-day with
left groin inflammation.
"We feel had from a team
standpoint for Todd." coach
Andy Reid said. "He worked
% cry hard this offseason. He was
having a heck of a camp. and it's
a shame this happened."
The six-year veteran averaged 18.8 yards per catch, third
in the league.
"For a guy that doesn't complain. that a orks extremely hard
and really ne%er receives credit

for the things that he does for
this team ... it's tough." quarterback Donovan McNabb said.
-We've all been injured, but this
kind of an injury, with surgery
- you never - know what can
happen afterwards."
Reid said the team will not
look to sign another receiver.
"We're fine." he said.
Reid said third-year pro Greg
Lewis will move into Pinkston's
spot on the first team. Last year,
Lewis had 17 receptions for 183
yards in limited action and also
caught a touchdown pass in the
Super Bowl.
"Todd is one of the closest
friends I have on the team, and I
feel bad for him for all the work
he's put in this offseason,"
Lewis said. "But injuries take
place in this game. and the team
has to get in there. Somebody
has to step up and make plays."
The Eagles also have Billy
McMullen. a third-round pick in

2003. Rookie Reggie Brown had
been competing with McMullen
to be the fourth receiver.
Correll
back
Running
Buckhalter also went down with
a leg injury in the morning practice is Bethlehem. Pa. The team
said he had a bone bruise.
Cowboys
Marcus Spears, one of two
first-round draft picks considered potential defensive starters,
could miss a month after spraining his right knee and ankle and
pulling his groin.
Spears, a defensive lineman,
got up limping after a play during II-on-I1 drills and went to
the sideline.
"It was a terrible play. When
we reviewed it after practice, we
became even more concerned
because it was really very much
a possibility that he could have
had the most severe injury,"
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones
said. -The good news, there's a
chance we get him back for the
opening of the season."
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Ballimoni
42 67 38520 12
Terve Bay
C.entrai Division
W L Pct GB
70 38 648
Chicago
13
58 52.527
Clevelend
56 53.51414 1/2
lanneeote
18
52 56.481
Detroit
38 71 349321/2
Kansas Cay
West Division
W L Pet GB
62 46 574
Angeles
Los
62 47 569 1/2
Oeidand
8
54 54 500
Texas
15
47 61 435
Seattle
Friday's Genies
Cievetand 9. Detroit 6
NY Yankees 6. Torpedo 2
Baltimore 10. Texas 5
Seattle 4. Chicago White Sox 2
Minnesota 12. Boston 0
Oeidand 5, Kansas City 4
Tampa Bay at L.A. Angels, Late
Today's Games
Baltimore (Cabrera 8-9) at Texas
(Waschn 0-1). 3:05 pm.
NY Yankees (R.Johneon 11-6/at
Toronto(Doane 0-2), 3:07 p.m
Cleveland (Westbrook 9-12) at Detroit
(Bondsman 13-7). 6:05 p.m
Seattle (Moyer 9-3) at Chicago White
Sox (Bushrie 12-4), 605 p.m
Boston (D.Welle 9-5)a* Minnesota
(J.Santans 10-6), 6:10 pm
Osidervi (Blanton 6-9) at Kansas City
(Lima 44),610 p.m
Tampa Ow(14555ndicson 5-7) at L.A.
Angels(goods*0-01. 9:05_2.m.

Madonna League
East Division
W L Pet 08
63 47.573 Abents
58 51.532 41/2
Washington
56 51 523 5112
Florida
6
57 53.518
Philadelphia
55 54.505 7 1/2
New York
Central Division
W L Pct GB
69 40.633
St Louts
59 49.546 9 1/2
Houston
55 55_50014 1/2
Milwaukee
15
54 55 495
Chicago
21
48 614.40
Cinanna0
1/2
41823
64
46
Pittsburgh
West Division
W L Pct GB
54 55 495
San Diego
53 57.482 1 1/2
Arizona
5
49 60 450
Los Angeles
7
61 430
46
San Francisco
14
39 68 364
Colorado
Fritheye Games
San Diego 6, Washington 5
L.A. Dodgers 12, Pittsburgh 6
Milwaukee 3. Philadelphia 1, 10 innings
N Y Met; 9, Chicago Cubs 5
Florida 5. Cincinnati 1
St. Louis 11, Atlanta 3
Colorado at Arizona, Late
Housion at San Francisco, Late
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs (Maddux 8-8) at N Y
Mets (Scio 2-1), 1220 p.m.
Atlanta (T Hudson 7-8) at St. Louis
(Marquis 9-9). 12_20 p.m.
Houston (Oswati 14-8) at San
Francisco (Lowry 6-11). 305 p m
San Diego (P_Astacio 0-2) at
Washington (Drese 3-4). 4:05 p.m.
LA Dodgers(Od Perez 6-5) at
Pittsburgh (Duke 4-0). 605 p m
Milwaukee (Capuano 12-6) at
Philadelphia (Lieber 9-10), 6.05 p.m.
Florida (Motihler 6-8) at Cincinnati
(L.Hudson 2-5), 6:10 p.m.

SportsBriefs
IN The Calloway County Middle School girls' softball team will hold
tryouts Aug. 8-10. beginning at 330 pm. each day. Tryouts are open to
all females at CCMS
MI Calvert City Post 236 will hold tryouts for the 2006 American
Legion baseball season on Saturday. Aug. 13 at 2 p.m. at Mike Miller
Park in Draffenville. Any player ages 15 to 18 wanting to play must show
up at 1.30 p.m. to register. Players cannot turn 19 before Aug. 1,2006,
unless they are still in high school. Players from Murray high School,
Calloway County. Marshall County, Livingston Central and Christian
Fellowship are eligible for the tryouts. For more information, contact
Billy Hodge at (270) 395-1930
III The Calloway County Backboard Club for the Laker basketball
team will hold a meeting on Aug. 9 at 6 p.m. at the high school. All parents of team members from the high school- and middle school an)
urged to attend. Chair seats and the 2005-06 season will be discussed.
For additional information. contact Hal Perry at 759-4144

Rain washes out track activity at Indy
•16" cheese pizza '7.00
•16" unlimited toppings
pizza 19.44

•12" pizzas --3 with 3
toppings 1 13.00
•16" pizzas--3 with unlimited
toppings 17.00 ea.

+Ale II honor guy pizza Coupon
rlii t) groups receive 20% discount on Sundays

Open DoNy 1 lam -1 a.m. • 817 Colchvaler Rd.

762-0442

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586

$3,200
$1,999

1995 Jeep Cherokee
1993 Buick LeSabre
1996 Chevrolet Cavalier. great gas mileage
1992 Oldsmobile 98.1 owner. low miles
1993 Nissan Sentra
1996 Chrysler Cirrus
1995 Dodge Stratus
1995 Nissan Truck, red, sharp. automatic
1991 Saturn
1991 Chevrolet Blazer 4x4
1995 Oldsmobile Cierra. V-6
1994 Mercury Marq
1992 Dodge Truck, nice

$1,950
$2,150

$1,950
$2,200

$2,500
$3,900

$1,300
$925
$1,850
$ 1,250
$3,200

NOW SELLING GRAVESTONES

INDIANAPOLIS (API Rain washed out all track activity Friday at Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, disrupting race
preparations for the Allstate 400
at the Brickyard.
Saturday is now a full day.
with two early-morning practices followed by an afternoon
qualifying session. NASCAR
will then impound the cars and
not allow them to be worked on
before Sunday's race.
Few drivers seemed bothered
by the change.
"We're going to get plenty of
practice in tomorrow, so it's
fine," Dale Earnhardt Jr. said.
"So all it does is give us plenty
of rest."
Asked what he did to pass his
time all day Friday. Earnhardt
didn't hesitate: "EA Sports came
out with NCAA 2006," he said,
adding that he played the football video game all day.
But he and the 52 other drivers trying to make the field
could have used the track time
on the famed 2.5-mile oval. The
track has been repaved since the
last time NASCAR raced here,
and many teams used one of
their allotted test sessions here
last month to feel out the surface.
STILL FEUDING: The
feud between Jamie McMurray
and Matt Kenseth has still not
been resolved three weeks after
New
in
accident
their
Hampshire.
McMurray believes Kenseth
intentionally wrecked him dur-

ing the race July 17, and refused
to call him back when Kenseth
phoned the next day to discuss
it. McMurray said he hoped to
clear the air between the two of
them this weekend.
"It's gotten out of hand," he
said. "I need to go find Matt this
weekend. Maybe tonight will be
the night to go and discuss it
with him and get it all worked
out. It doesn't do any good to let
it go on."
McMurray took partial blame
for the situation lasting this
long, saying it would be over if
he had talked to Kenseth the first
time. The two are scheduled to
be teammates in 2007 when
McMurray leaves Chip Ganassi
Racing to drive for Roush
Racing, so McMurray said he
wants to move on.
"Man in my opinion is one of
the best drivers in our sport," he
said. "I grew up racing late models against him and he was
always good at everything he
did. He would be a very valuable teammate.
"I certainly don't want to
have any problems."
FORD DRIVER SEARCH:
Ford Motor Co. has launched a
driver development program
aimed at finding the next Danica
Patrick.
Since Patrick's impressive
showing here in the Indianapolis
500 in May, the push has been
on in all forms of motorsports to
find a promising female driver.
Dodge has Erin Crocker,
Richard Childress Racing has

me for School Again!
d money for school supplies
or a new school wardrobe?
c can help! Call or come by today.'
Ala
Small loans1n9m $260 - $3500
ympasKA

OR

FINANCE CORPORATION
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 270-753-0735
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Sarah Fisher and Allison
Duncan, and the Champ Car
series is grooming Katherine
Legge.
Not wanting to be left out,
Ford has teamed with sponsor
Clorox and racing team ST
Motorsports to start a program.

TV, radio
Today
AUTO RACING
3:30 p.m.
SPEED- NASCAR. Martel Cup.
'Hem Hour Series." final practice for
Nkomo 400. at Indianapolis
5 p.m.
SPEED- NASCAR Busch Series.
pole Qualifying for Kroger 200. at
InclenaPolis
TNT - NASCAR. Nextel Cup. pole
qualifying 10r Allstate 400. at
Indianapolis (same-day tape)
7:30 p.m.
TNT - NASCAR. Busch Series.
Kroger 200. at Indianapolis
BOXING
p.m.
Si-IC - Champion Jet? Lacy (19-0-0)
vs Robin Reid (38-4-1) for 113F super
middleweight championship. at Tampa.
Florida
EXTREME SPORTS
Noon
ESPN - x Games 11. at Los Angeles
2 p.m.
ABC - X Games 11. at Los Angeles
II p.m.
ESP14- x Games 11. at Los Angeles
OOLF
12:30 p.m.
TGC- Nationwide Tour COX CUISS/C,
third round. at Omaha. Nab
2 p.m
CBS - PGA Tour. The International.
third round, at Cases Rock. Cob
3 p.m.
TGC - USGA. U.S. Women's
Amateur semifinal matches. at
Roswell, Ga.
5 p.m.
TGC - Champions Tour. 3M
Championship second round. at
Blaine. Minn.
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
FOX - Regional coverage, Chicago
N.V.
or Atlanta at St
at
Meta
Cubs
Louis
$ p.m.
FOX - Regional coverage. Balbrnore
U Texas or Houston at San Francisco
SOCCIEM
5 p.m.
ESPN2- MIS. Chives USA at Real
Salt Lake
TENNIS
1 p.m.
ESPING - ATP/US Open Series. Legg
.on Clesalc. sernienai. at
Washireglon
3.m
ESPN - VITA Tour/LIS Open Series.
Acura Classic, semifinal, at Carlsbad.
Ca-

Frankfort allegations,
conduct perspectives vary
using a grand jury should have jury dunng its 14 days of meetBy MARK R. CHELLGREN
instead quelled potential com- ings through last Wednesday.
Associated Press Writer
Many of them made the brief
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such
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districts' existing
Overall, though, Caldwell during this investigation.
Oakley. Rogers said he will recommend to the is proper or outrageous — or
The hospital donated a lump-sum $10,000 on school board, which meets Thursday, a social somewhere in between — said using a grand jury to inves"It seems to me they took a
tigate, adding the perspective of fairly adversarial position
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least a $5,000 base at a meeting in May. Calloway tified athletic trainers and other related perks to
"It doesn't seem to be result- putes over access to records.
Pence and Fletcher have been
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, who serves both scho0 districts in effort to expand its sports especially critical of the impan- ing in getting information,
"The tone was set early,"
on the hospital board. said MCCH should contin- medicine specialty.
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look into what are essentially it's for another purpose," who set the tone. It was not us."
Smith said the complaints
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General Pierce Whites said appeared in front of the grand

MCCH gives booster to
schools' nursing programs

Drivers urged to stay
alert as schools resume

MADISONVILLE, K. The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet and the Drive Smart
Program want to remind
motorists to be alert as more
than 650,000 Kentucky students and almost 41,000
Kentucky teachers head back to
school.
"With the new school year
approaching, I am urging drivers to take all precautions to
ensure safety for ourselves, the
community and for our children. I am committed to
to
awareness
increasing
enhance safety on our roads.
Please Drive Smart," said
Acting Secretary Bill Nighbert.
Kentucky
the
In
Cabinet's
Transportation
Department of Highways
District Two which covers 12
counties there are approximately 74 public and private
schools. Motorists need to be
aware of the thousands of students, school buses and parents
traveling during their commute
to and from school.
Kentucky
The

Transportation Cabinet wants
to provide important tips and
reminders to drivers:
• Allow yourself enough
time to get to school or to work.
Leave earlier to avoid the
temptation "to speed" to get to
your destination on time.
II When entering a school
zone, obey all of the signs.
Know that the flashing yellow
lights are there to remind you
that you need to reduce your
speed. Fines for speeding in a
school zone when lights are
flashing may be doubled.
II Pay extra attention at
crosswalks. Take an extra
look to be sure that no students
are crossing.
II Be alert for safety patrol
volunteers and officers in your
school zone. They are there to
make the drop-offs and pickups run smoother.
• When you approach a
school bus picking up a child
Kentucky law requires you to
stop. When the flashing lights
come on and the red stop sign
extends that means STOP.

IN When you are on a 4- or
5-lane highway and you are
approaching a bus that is coming to a stop to pick up a child.
motorists that are in the same
two lanes as the bus must stop.
Vehicle in the opposing lanes
may continue.
•Motorists must take extra
precautions at bus stops even
after the bus completes its stop.
Remain alert for children who
might run out into the roadway.
III Make sure that your child
is in their safety seat or
restrained properly when you
are taking them to school.
Kentucky
"The
Transportation Cabinet's Drive
Smart Program wants to educate and remind drivers of their
responsibilities behind the
wheel to ensure that everyone
gets home to their families and
that we have a safe 2005-2006
school year on our roadways,"
said Dan Barnett, Director .of
Driver Safety.
For more information about
the Drive Smart Program log
on to www.drivesmart.ky.gov.

'Friendship First' building
friendships at First Christian
"Everyone can use a friend,"
says Laura Lee Winchester,
director of Children's Ministries
at First Christian Church.
First
Friendship
The
Experience is a I3-week friendship-building adventure which
started Aug. 3 and will continue
through March IS. 2006. This is
on the first and third

"This is a casual and inviting
Wednesdays of the month from
to provide opportuget-together
p.m.
5:30 to 7
Winchester said "every week nities for children to build lifewe will share a meal as we con- long friendships and explore
a
nect and grow together. We're how friendship with others is
God."
with
friendship
like
lot
food,
great
to
forward
looking
call
information,
For
lots of chances to share, and a
office
church
the
at
Winchester
lot of laughs. Most of all, we're
looking forward to making new at 753-3824.
friends.

e Have
re-Owned, Late
Model Trucks, Cars,
SUV's & Mini Vans
3 tale Route 45 N • M

MK* a ED
MOTORS

*ALL PRICES ARE CLEARLY MARKED & READY FOR IMMEDIATE SALE!
2005 Pontiac Grand Prix
23K Miles
Was S17,900 NOW

$14,995

2005 Ford Taurus
11K Miles
Was S14.995 NOW $12,875
2005 Buick Lacrosse CXL
16K Miles
Was S25.900 NOW $20,995
2005 Buick LeSabre
27K Miles
Was S18,900 NOW $ 1 5,475
2005 Pontiac Grand Am
V-6. 22K Miles
Was S14.900 NOW $11,995
2005 Buick Century
30K Miles
Was S16,900 NOW $13,900
2004 Cadillac Deville
24K Miles
Was S27.900 NOW $24,600
2004 Oldsmobile Alero
30K Miles
Was S12,900 NOW $9,985
2003 Cadillac DTS
57K Miles
Was $25,900 NOW $23,299

EiCatified

2003 Chevrolet Tahoe LS
34K Miles
Was S24,900 NOW $22,499
2003 Oldsmobile Bravada
25K Miles
Was S20.900 NOW $18,999
2003 Chevrolet Suburban LS
49K Miles
Was S21.900 NOW $ 1 9,900
2003 Ford F150
21K Miles
Was S12,900 NOW $ 1 0,900
2003 Oldsmobile Bravada
39K Miles
Was S18.900 NOW $ 17,891
2002 Ford F150 X-Cab
32K Miles
Was S18.900 NOW $ 1 3,800
2002 Oldsmobile Alero
47K Miles
Was S8.900 NOW $7,199
2001 Mercury Sable
54K Miles
Was S8.995 NOW $6,995

Brandon

otantrc

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER

1300 N.121 By-Pass Murray •(270) 753-5315 -(800)455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

IL.WHQ LOSES
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-
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(270) 247-1011

Tripp Purdom
New Car
Manager

Brad Lyons
Used Car
Manager

David Poynor
Sales

Jason Stallohs
Sales

Patricia Jones
Sales

Chris Hayden
Sales

Firs

in Region. Taking HealthcareNew

I

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is leading the way with the
latest in radiation therapy by being the first in the region to
provide IMRT Tomotherapy. Intensity Modulated Radiation
Therapy (IMRT), available now, reduces healthy tissue damage
as it allows delivery of a higher dose of radiation by
pinpointing the target area.
The IMRT uses pencil-thin radiation beams to pinpoint the exact
size Ind shape of cancerous tumors. IMRT Tomotherapy has
many advantages to the patient including treatment for
inoperable, odd-shaped tumors close to sensitive organs, and
recurrent cancers previously treated. IMRT also allows us to
focus on multiple tumors simultaneously.
To schedule an appointment for a consultation call the MCCH
Regional Cancer Center at 270.762.1506 or visit our website
under Centers of Excellence.
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